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Groups form Japan Support Coalition Admissions 
redesigns 
website to 
target new 
students
Puget Sound students have always 
shown a concern for their communi-
ty, both on a campus level and from 
a city-wide standpoint. Recently, 
students have been reaching even 
further in response to the recent nat-
ural disasters that devastated Japan. 
According to students Imari Ro-
meo and Melissa Merrigan, the Ja-
pan Support Coalition, headed by 
Skylar Bihl, consists of the Japanese 
cultural groups on campus, the Of-
fice of Spirituality, Service and Social 
Justice (SSSJ), Circle K and Interfaith 
Coordinators. 
“Because the earthquake occurred 
at the beginning of spring break, we 
weren’t able to organize any efforts 
right away. But after spring break, 
people were able to get together to 
figure out ways to show our support 
for Japan,” Merrigan said.  
“It is a great way to get people to-
gether because it involves so many 
groups, which I think will also al-
low us to have a big impact, especial-
ly for such a small campus. It’s nice 
to see the campus community come 
together for this one cause,” Romeo 
said. 
According to a press release on the 
University’s homepage, the Office of 
Spirituality, Service and Social Jus-
tice and the Japan Support Coalition 
have both organized several efforts 
on campus to raise awareness and 
funds for Japan. The proceeds from 
fundraising will be given to the Unit-
ed Methodist Committee on Relief 
(UMCOR) in order to help the peo-
ple in Japan. UMCOR, with whom 
Puget Sound worked with last year 
during Haiti Response Coalition re-
lief efforts, will give 100 percent of 
the funds raised directly to the relief 
effort chosen by the Japan Support 
Coalition. 
One fundraiser provides students 
with the opportunity to purchase Ja-
pan Relief Fund T-shirts for $14.40 
at www.322283.spreadshirt.com. T-
shirts are available for purchase until 
the end of the academic year. 
Today, April 15, students may join 
the Japan Support Coalition for mo-
chi dessert and crane folding from 12 
to 2 p.m. in Wheelock Student Cen-
ter room 201. Students are also wel-
come to give to the donation boxes 
that will be in the S.U.B. until April When the layout of the Puget 
Sound website changed almost two 
years ago, this prompted more de-
partmental changes from within 
the University. The admissions of-
fice has been working on redesign-
ing their webpage that is targeted to-
wards admitted students.
Four years ago, when the cur-
rent seniors were deciding to attend 
Puget Sound, there was a discus-
sion board on Cascade that allowed 
only the deposited students to talk 
amongst one another. 
Today, there are many more re-
sources for admitted students, not 
just deposited students. 
Therefore, prospective students 
can communicate with one anoth-
er, current students, professors and 
staff. 
The group of students and staff 
working on the project has deemed 
themselves the “Student Web Team.” 
Alayna Schoblaske, along with 
other students involved in the Cam-
pus Visit and Overnight Program 
(CVP), has been directly involved in 
the revamping of the website. One 
of the newest features on the Ad-
mission’s page is the “Chalkboard” 
application. 
Accepted students can type a 
question onto the chalkboard and 
within a day or so the question will 
be answered by a student or staff 
person from the CVP. 
Schoblaske remarked that this 
new “Welcome Website” is much 
better than the discussion board on 
Cascade that students once used to 
ask questions after they had decided 
to attend. 
“We are able to answer questions 
and concerns accepted students 
have about the University while also 
being able to point them in the right 
direction. This is something that the 
discussion board was unable to do.”
Southwest planes experience difficulty getting off ground
As a result of a number of well-
publicized structural issues with 
their Boeing 737 planes, South-
west Airlines’ removal of dozens of 
planes from service on April 1 in-
spired a change in Boeing’s recom-
mended inspection process for air-
crafts. 
The complicated decision was 
called for on April 1, when a portion 
of the fuselage—the plane’s main 
body portion holding the passen-
gers and crew—on a 117-passenger 
Southwest plane ripped open mid-
flight. Nobody was seriously in-
jured.
Most flights were grounded im-
mediately thereafter, and the ma-
jority of planes have been returned 
to use since then. Five planes were 
found with the same cracks that 
caused the ripped fuselage.
Boeing insisted that, given that 
Southwest is among the largest car-
riers of Boeing 737s, the fuselage 
rupture and cracks found in five 
other planes had nothing to do with 
Southwest’s use of the jets. 
“It’s just a statistical event far 
more than it has anything to do with 
Southwest and how they operate the 
airplane,” Boeing chief 737 engineer 
Paul Richter said in a press confer-
ence.
Following this incident, South-
west made the decision to ground 
more of the 737s that were in use. 
According to a statement Boe-
ing made to The Wall Street Jour-
nal, they said that the typical ac-
tion would have been to contact 
the manufacturer for directions be-
fore grounding flights. However, the 
lack of certainty as to what caused 
the issue led to the cancellation of 
hundreds of flights and the delay of 
thousands of others, according to 
The New York Times. 
Government and safety experts 
said that this manner of more im-
Six months and $30 million later, Cheney 
Stadium looks ready for today’s home opener
Six thousand baseball fans flocked 
to Tacoma’s Cheney Stadium on 
April 2 to attend its public unveiling 
following six months of off-season 
renovations.
The Cheney Stadium enjoyed a 
$30 million renovation, which be-
gan last September, following the 
last home game of the Rainier’s 2010 
season, and was completed April 1. 
Named for Ben Cheney, a Taco-
ma businessman, civic leader and 
baseball fan, who founded the Sta-
dium in 1957, Cheney Stadium was 
originally home to the San Francis-
co Giants AAA team. In 1959, The 
Giants agreed to relocate to Taco-
ma from Phoenix, on the condition 
that the city build a new stadium. 
The $900,000 construction job was 
approved by the Tacoma city coun-
sel, and was executed in just three 
and a half months. Since the Taco-
ma Giants’ first game in April 1960, 
Cheney Stadium was known as the 
“100-Day Wonder.”
Fifty-one years later, and now 
home of the Tacoma Rainiers, 
Cheney Stadium is more majestic 
and more spacious than ever. New 
amenities from the 2010-2011 reno-
vations include luxury suites, restau-
rant areas, club rooms, better ADA 
access and seating, more concession 
points and more premium seats. 
The roof has been scaled back quite 
a bit, exposing 1,700 more seats, but 
the steep pitch of the grandstand has 
stayed the same, allowing a good 
view of the field from every seat in 
the stadium. The Stadium has kept 
its original light standard from Seal’s 
Stadium in San Francisco, brought 
to Tacoma by Ben Cheney in 1960. 
By ANNETTE DAUTREMONT
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Rainy Cheney: The Tacoma Rainiers have a new home base this season: a larger, fancier stadium with more concessions. 
Grounded: Southwest removed dozens of planes from service.
Th e life-sized bronze statue of Ben 
Cheney sitting in the stands re-
mains as a lasting testament to the 
stadium’s luminary fi gure.
Th e stadium’s 96,000 square feet 
hosts thousands of pounds of lo-
cal materials added in the renova-
tions, including roof beams made 
of Douglas Fir wood. Th e Rainiers’ 
home page at minorleaguebaseball.
com reports: “Every addition was 
constructed using local materials, 
built with Tacoma and the Pacifi c 
Northwest in mind.”
In addition to new additions to 
the Stadium, the Rainiers are un-
der new ownership. Mikal Thom-
sen of University Place, along with 
fifteen local partners, bought the 
team last week.
In 2009, the Rainiers renewed a 
32-year lease with the city of Taco-
ma, contingent upon the renova-
tions to the Stadium. 
Th e Rainiers will continue play-
ing at Cheney Stadium until 2041.
Th e Rainiers’ fi rst home game 
of the 2011, and the debut of the 
newly renovated stadium, will be 
Friday April 15. Th e fi rst pitch is 
scheduled for 7:05 p.m.
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The Trail is an independent, student-run organization funded by ASUPS. The Trail seeks to produce a credible weekly newspaper that serves as a comprehensive source of relevant 
information to its readership. The Trail acts as an archival record for the university, serves as a link between Puget Sound and the greater Tacoma community and provides an open 
forum for student opinion and discourse. 
The following incidents were reported to Security Services 
between April 5 and April 11, 2011:
Theft
Athletics reported the theft of several owl decoys from the 
baseball ﬁ eld.
Crime Prevention Tips:
               
·         Always secure your room or ofﬁ ce space while you are 
away.  Never leave personal or university property unattend-
ed or unsecured. Remember to secure ground and ﬁ rst ﬂ oor 
windows. As the weather warms, it is important to remember 
this.
·         The use of a U-bolt style lock is highly recommended 
for bicycle security.
·         Help prevent crime by being an extra set of eyes and 
ears and reporting suspicious activity right away.  Security 
is open 24/7.  The main reporting number is 253.879.3311.  
Please program this number into your phone.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services
SeCUrit Y rePort
Budget Process is still going, and won’t be completed until the end of the month. It has been awesome 
to talk with leaders from nearly all of the clubs on campus and to speculate about the potential events 
that will be taking place next year. If you have any questions about the Budget Process, please contact 
Garner Lanier (asupsvp@pugetsound.edu) or Adam Guzek/Stephanie Baugh (asupsdbs@pugetsound.
edu). We are doing our best to make sure everyone gets the appropriate amount of funding, so don’t 
hesitate if you have any questions—ask us ASAP.
 
The hiring process for Programmers and Media Heads will move into the interview stage next week, as all 
applications are due by the end of this week (Programmer Applications were due this past Monday, the 
11th).
 
A message from Kelsey Baran, our Special Events Programmer:
“Come to SPRING ZING on Friday, April 15 from 3 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the Proctor District. There will be 
a variety of entertainment throughout the District with highlights including horse drawn carriage rides, a 
free BBQ at Safeway, live outdoor music, Vicci Martinez performing in the Blue Mouse Theater and more! 
Promotions will be offered at local businesses for Puget Sound students and families. The event is free! 
See you there!”
 
Remember that there are a slew of other events taking place in April besides Spring Zing, including 
(but not limited to) the Lu’au, RDG performances, The Boat and Relay for Life. These ought to provide 
numerous excuses for you to set aside your studies (temporarily, of course) and enjoy yourself for the 
evening with your fellow peers. Take advantage of at least some of these awesome events! 
 
Also, please remember that all members of ASUPS are open and willing to talking about any issues or 
problems that might arise—as student representatives, that is our job.  Both Senators and Executives are 
eager to hear from you about your ideas for the school—your voice counts, use it!
What’s up with ASUPS?
22. Th e hope is that the cranes will 
number to 1,000, and be made into 
a paper mobile to send to our sister 
school in Japan to show our solidar-
ity, according Merrigan. Although 
this does not raise any money, it is 
the cultural signifi cance of 1,000 
paper cranes that is important and 
meaningful—1,000 paper cranes is 
symbolic of good fortune and hap-
piness.
Also, from April 18 to 22, students 
may donate their meal points to the 
relief work for Japan. Last year, stu-
dents donated meal points in a re-
lief eff ort for Haiti and raised almost 
$1,600, according to a Puget Sound 
press release on April 6. 
“Th ere are diff erent ways to help 
besides donating money, such as at-
tending meetings and making cranes. 
I think we really need to stress that,” 
Romeo said. 
Some other events held within the 
past couple weeks were an Okinawan 
Taikio and Dance performance by 
the Washington Okinawa Kinjin Kai, 
a bake sale by the Japan House where 
students could have their cookie or 
cupcake personalized with kanji and 
a trip to the Tsubaki Grand Shrine 
of America at Granite Falls, where a 
short service was held. According to 
an April 6 Puget Sound press release, 
the Asian Pacifi c American Student 
Union raised $620 from its cupcake 
sale. 
Other Puget Sound clubs are also 
participating in these relief eff orts. 
Circle K will donate the profi t from 
its food bag sales in May to UM-
COR, and Hui O Hawaii tabled in 
the S.U.B. for donations on its Aloha 
Frida event and throughout the week 
prior to its annual lu`au. According 
to Hui treasurer Tiana Fernandez, 
Professor Makiko Leden directly 
contacted Hui O Hawaii’s president, 
Matt Endo, asking if Hui would also 
give back to Japan. As a result, the 
club is now also under the Japan Sup-
port Coalition. 
When asked what she thinks is im-
portant for students to know about 
the relief eff orts for Japan, Merri-
gan responded, “Don’t forget about 
it. Like with other natural disasters, 
like the earthquake in Haiti, it’s easy 
to forget about it two weeks later, but 
it’s an ongoing situation and even 
though news stories change, this is a 
continuous process.” 
mediate action has the potential to 
become the new regulation. Not 
only did the decision allow South-
west to follow its own inspection 
timeline, it also assuaged passenger 
concerns about the malfunctions. 
According to Boeing, these 
cracks were unexpected because the 
planes comparatively new and were 
held together with joints that were 
thought to be “more robust,” a Boe-
ing representative said to Th e Wall 
Street Journal. 
Boeing’s regulations previously 
called for thorough inspections ev-
ery 60,000 fl ights. Th e jet in ques-
tion had only logged 39,000. Boeing 
is now looking to change its inspec-
tion policy and require that inspec-
tions occur aft er 30,000 fl ights. 
“It’s regrettable that we had to ac-
celerate our plans to recommend in-
spections based on an event of this 
nature,” Richter said.
Richter said in an interview with 
Th e New York Times that he was sur-
prised the company’s safety projec-
tions were so off  the mark, given 
that they did not expect the 737s to 
have the potential for serious cracks 
until “much, much later.”
Since the incident, other carriers 
have followed suit in performing in-
spections on Boeing planes.  
“I’m less inclined to fl y South-
west, but at the same time, I know 
they’ll be making changes. Also, all 
the planes in the United States are 
made by Boeing, so I’m not sure it 
will make that much of a diff erence,” 
Puget Sound student Lainey Vaught 
said. 
Boeing and Southwest, in addi-
tion to regulatory offi  cials, are still 
going through the process of deter-
mining the exact cause of the prob-
lem. Th e process, according to Boe-
ing, is likely to take several months. 
Assistant Director of Admission 
and the staff  member in charge of 
the project Martha Wilson said that 
the new website and features “have a 
lot of student voice, which is some-
thing the old discussion board did 
not.” 
Th e new “Welcome Website” is 
not completely fi nished yet, but 
Wilson has great hopes for its com-
pletion next year when the student 
members can work on it beginning 
in September. 
Both Schoblaske and Wilson dis-
cussed the idea of improving Puget 
Sound’s YouTube channel to make 
the campus more viewable to stu-
dents who may not be able to visit 
campus before deciding to attend. 
Th e Student Web Team is planning 
to make a virtual tour, much like the 
tours they give every day on cam-
pus. However, this project will not 
be completed until the Class of 2016 
is admitted. 
“We are the fi rst students to be 
brought into work on the Admis-
sion’s website,” Schoblaske said. 
“I think we have really helped to 
expand the website. It is easier to 
navigate and has a good interface,” 
Schoblaske added.
Wilson agrees that involving stu-
dents in the redesign of the web-
site has been great because “they are 
helping to bring all the resources 
into one place and help to insert the 
student voice into the website.” 
JAPAN
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Want your opinion to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at 
trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our new website at 
trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We will 
select responses each week to publish in the next issue.
By ELLIOTT pIROS
Most people lack the chutzpah to 
rise completely above adhering to 
social stereotypes, nor is this nec-
essarily a bad thing. As one charts 
the stormy waves of pubescence to 
the safe shoals of adulthood, a ste-
reotype can help with the formation 
of one’s personality. A stereotype, or, 
as Merriam-Webster puts it, a “stan-
dard mental picture that is held in 
common by members of a group,” 
presents an already-formed point of 
reference in which one can situate 
himself. In assimilating the many 
and varied people one meets in life, 
stereotyping is even an instinctual 
method of analysis, a way to com-
prehend the overwhelming mass of 
individuals. 
We at the University of Puget 
Sound should pride ourselves on 
the diversity of stereotypes that have 
arisen from certain segments of our 
population. Our stereotypes are far 
more adept and sophisticated than 
those in popular media. There is 
the Carhart-and-clog wearing crew 
guy, the boat-shoed hipster, the pot-
smoking sorority girl, the shock-
ingly studious swimmer, the neck 
bearded D&D set, the chummy Sig-
ma Chi bro, the overly-nice long-
boarder, the dread-locked lacrosse 
player and the literature student 
with a newsboy cap,  just to name 
a few. None of these familiar types 
seem to be particularly rigid either. 
Each has internal variety.
One subgenre of our campus, 
however, has an insufficient stereo-
typology. 
Gay males, as we all know, are ef-
feminate, promiscuous, catty, well-
dressed and are fond of electro-
pop music, “Glee” and gossip, right? 
Hardly. Of course, there are gays at 
Puget Sound who pride themselves 
on these tastes, but there are also 
many more. In falling outside the 
established realm of gay behaviors, 
these others occupy a shadowy, in-
conceivable middle ground. Their 
sexual preferences distinguish them 
from straight males, but their lack 
of traditionally “gay” signifiers puts 
them at odds with the prevalent per-
ception of homosexual lifestyles.    
The root of the problem is the 
notion that between all gays there 
is an inherent commonality, a “gay 
community” to which one belongs 
by virtue of sexual preference. I, as 
a gay man whose affinities infre-
quently fall inside the sanctioned 
realm of “gayness”, am skeptical of 
the “gay community” notion. It ho-
mogenizes homosexuality. It posi-
tions homosexuality as the principal 
determinant of personality: “I am 
gay, therefore I am.” 
With homosexuality as the prin-
cipal determinant of personality, it 
is easy to explain away an individ-
ual’s preferences as a result of his 
gayness, so long as those preferenc-
es fit within the established realm of 
“gayness”: “Of course I like “Glee,” 
I’m gay!” 
But when a gay man’s preferenc-
es don’t fall within that established 
realm, is he still gay? Certainly, as 
long as we do not presume that all 
gay men share interests and lifestyle 
preferences. Indeed, the only thing 
all gay men have in common is a 
sexual desire for other men, which 
is hardly a basis for an identity in 
and of itself. 
Too much time has elapsed be-
tween now and the gay revolution 
for gay men to be dwelling on sex-
ual conduct as their primarily defin-
ing characteristic. Gay men are sim-
ply another subset of men in society. 
Sure, gays prefer different things 
sexually, but are all gays that dif-
ferent, essentially? No, gays are just 
people with their own diverse tastes. 
Of course, from a political stand-
point one can argue that gays need 
to amass for the sake of achieving 
political equality, but that requires 
no more harmony than that which 
makes all democrats “democratic” 
and all republicans “republican”. 
Gay men don’t need their own 
stereotypes. Men are men are men. 
And gay men are men are men. Why 
can’t there be a Carhart and croc tot-
ing male who just so happens to pre-
fer other lads? Why can’t there be a 
long boarder who is into dudes? If 
being gay is recognized as a facet of 
one’s personality instead of being 
the principal determinant, homo-
sexuality will become far more in-
clusive, diverse and normative. Gays 
who aren’t traditionally “gay” will 
avoid the stigmatizing, constricting 
stereotypology of those who wish to 
homogenize the homosexual expe-
rience. 
Of course, the fact of one’s queer-
ness will always place some distance 
between gay and straight men. But 
such is the nature of personal pref-
erences. This does not mean that gay 
stereotypes and straight stereotypes 
should be mutually exclusive, how-
ever. Rather, as we proceed along 
the instinctive path of stereotyping 
to apportion our campus popula-
tion, we must not let the mere fact 
of sexual preference cordon off gay 
males and make them ineligible for 
the stereotypes that presently exist. 
By SUZY SpONGEWORTHY
On an episode of the TV show 
“Community,” the character Shir-
ley says, “Being a virgin in this day 
and age is something to be proud of. 
You’re like a unicorn.”
Most virgins at our age would 
probably resent this.
The word itself is just never com-
plementary whenever I hear it on a 
college campus. It is almost always 
used patronizingly, or knowing that 
someone is a virgin is an extra-juicy 
gossip morsel. Instead of seeing vir-
ginity as exciting because one gets to 
try something new for the first time, 
many college-aged virgins resent the 
event.
Even the phrasing of “losing one’s 
virginity” has a negative tinge to it 
because of the association to loss. 
What is lost? One’s innocence?  That 
is way harsh. It should be viewed as 
a positive, natural thing that is cel-
ebrated, not a burden.
Another less negatively connoted 
meaning for the loss of virginity is 
that it symbolizes the beginning of 
one’s life as a sexual being. But what 
about masturbating or giving your-
self an orgasm? To say that the first 
time one has penetrative sex with 
another person glazes over many 
other important steps to sexuality 
that are absolutely an aspect of one’s 
sex life. 
The first time one purposefully 
gives one’s self an orgasm should be 
considered the real “virginity,” as it 
seems a more appropriate landmark 
for becoming a sexual being.
As it stands, our culture is infil-
trated with this romanticized ver-
sion of losing one’s virginity only 
during penetrative sex (and where 
do lesbian couples fit in?). This in 
turn leads to a high expectation of, 
like, choirs of angels singing or some 
shit like that. Oftentimes people ex-
pect their life to change drastically 
or their worldview to be rocked. 
But the reality is that usually one’s 
first time is often not that great. 
There might be blood, if we are talk-
ing penetrative sex with a girl, and 
most likely pain. Plus, if both par-
ties are virgins, there is bound to be 
some major fumbling. Essentially 
building it up as this smooth-sail-
ing, magical experience can only 
lead to an anti-climactic first time.
This expectation is also cou-
pled with pressure from the media, 
friends or other sources on finding 
the right person, the right moment 
and a vague notion of readiness to 
pop that cherry (the euphemism al-
ways makes me gag a little).
I have seen that pressure to lose it 
get people to the point where they 
almost crack. I know several close 
friends who had sex for the first 
time with someone they did not 
care much about just to shake off the 
“virgin” label that themselves and 
society had pinned on them, like a 
harmful, scarlet “V.”
Contrasting the complex sexual 
messages we are constantly bom-
barded with is abstinence-only sex-
ual education. As you might imag-
ine, this pisses me the hell off. The 
worst-case scenario horrors of sex 
are scared into kids, things like STIs 
and pregnancy, which are of course 
important to learn about, but not to 
fixate upon.
Most problematically, abstinence-
only education is too busy using 
scare-tactics or guilt to emphasize 
what is most important for sexu-
al beings: respecting one’s self and 
one’s partner though communica-
tion, education and using contra-
ceptives.
This “education” (or lack thereof) 
stems from the conservative notion 
that one should save one’s virginity 
until the wedding night. While that 
is really cool for those that consider 
it important to wait, it just is not re-
alistic for the rest of us.  
As for parental involvement, a 
mother of one of my friend’s found 
out about her partaking in foreplay-
level sex acts and through the course 
of lecturing her about it, asked my 
friend, “What are you going to have 
to give to your husband?” Hearing 
this story was a rare moment for me: 
I was actually speechless.
It begs the question: why is vir-
ginity historically so important? 
Why are women getting plastic sur-
gery, or worse, because they no lon-
ger have a hymen in a society where 
their status depends on it?
Well, there is the issue of pater-
nity. If a man impregnates a virgin, 
it is definitely going to be his. This 
sounds crazy, but from an evolu-
tionary perspective where passing 
on one’s genes is so important that 
some animals participate in infanti-
cide of another animal’s offspring to 
ensure paternity, it makes sense. Yet 
this makes our accepted idea of vir-
ginity extremely outdated in an age 
of laboratory paternity tests.
It is tough not to only concentrate 
on the virginity issue pertaining to 
straight females because of how of-
ten hymen-centric we are when it 
comes to virginity. 
But something that had to be 
pointed out to me was that it is ar-
guably more stressful to be a virgin 
as a straight guy in college than a 
By MACKENZIE HEpKER
Whenever we see a politician de-
livering an important speech to the 
public, it usually consists of one of 
the following topics: economics, 
the standard of living, social prob-
lems or international relations. The 
speech may blossom with mov-
ing rhetoric, but frequently it lacks 
poignant insight in several of the 
aforementioned fields. This is due 
to a lack of well-rounded politi-
cians within our government, with 
a broader educational experience 
that represents the multiple aspects 
of the society it governs. 
We need politicians with a vari-
ety of backgrounds not only to bet-
ter remedy disproportionate rep-
resentation within Congress, but 
more importantly to ensure that 
our government knows what exact-
ly it is governing. This would fos-
ter enlightened governance over a 
systematic manipulation of the sys-
tem itself by government officials 
focused on furthering their politi-
cal career rather than effectively ad-
vancing or reforming our society. 
Several sources, including the 
Princeton Review, confirm the glar-
ingly obvious fact that a significant 
majority of our government con-
sists of former lawyers—around 75 
percent overall. Aside from a grad-
uate degree in law and occasion-
ally medicine, the most common 
undergraduate degrees within Con-
gress are history, political science, 
Stereotypes pigeonhole 
identities for gay men 
Creation of  a diversified 
body politic will benefit 
the American public
Re-thinking college virginity
L e t t e r  t o 
t h e  e d i t o r
This letter is in response to El-
liott Piros’s article “Class ideology 
supplants that of the white male” in 
the Opinions section of the April 
8 issue of The Trail.
I am writing in response to Elliott 
Piros’s article, “Class ideology sup-
plants that of the white male.” While 
I appreciated the author’s willing-
ness to approach a controversial 
topic with well-written, thoughtful 
prose, I disagree with almost every 
facet of the argument presented, in 
particular his denial of white-male 
hegemony.
Piros writes: “To be sure, the 
overlap between the hegemonic, 
upper class ideology and the white 
male has been too broad to be co-
incidental.” Indeed, this overlap is 
not coincidental at all. In the Unit-
ed States, until the latter part of our 
history, white men had legal access 
to power and resources when wom-
en and minorities did not. Piros 
seems to understand this fact, yet 
he still denies that white patriarchy 
prevails or, ever existed at all: “The 
era of the idea of a white, male he-
gemony is over. No longer are white 
and male the principle determinants 
of an elite, moneyed experience. In-
deed, it is safe to say that they never 
were such.”
Instead, he argues that class is su-
perior to race and gender as a mea-
sure of diversity given that it has a 
legal basis, and that high social class, 
more than race or gender, is directly 
related to power and privilege. Both 
assertions are rooted in flawed logic.
First, our legal system protects 
a person’s right to own more ma-
terial wealth than another person, 
but it does not explicitly guarantee 
wealthy people increased political 
participation, better access to basic 
needs, or greater visibility in media 
Harvard Law: We must put the “school” in law school.
Too few colors in the rainbow: Is pride in difference needed?
see PEOPLE page 4 see LETTER page 4
see VIRGINITY  page 4
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By MATT KITTO
It’s a popular, and sometimes con-
tentious, issue on college campuses 
around the country. Macs or PCs? 
The Mac craze has been sweep-
ing colleges across the nation. In al-
most any trendy coffee house you 
enter, you’re bound to see someone 
sipping on a latte, in Birkenstocks, 
working on a Mac.
Macs are overrated and not worth 
the money.
The first and most obvious rea-
son the Mac craze is overrated are 
the ridiculously high price tags of 
the laptops. If you want a Mac you 
will spend at least $999 (Macbook) 
and could spend as much as $2499 
(Macbook Pro 17 inch). Some PCs 
can cost up $2000, but a majority of 
laptop PCs are between $400 and 
$500. 
Yes, PCs often get viruses. Macs 
are less immune to pesky web-
based diseases. If you don’t like get-
ting computer viruses, stop looking 
at porn, buy your music from rep-
utable sources and don’t watch TV 
shows on some sketchy Croatian 
website. We must get rid of the idea 
that every time a computer gets a vi-
rus the computer, and not the user, 
is guilty.  
It is not the computer’s job to pro-
tect the user when the user is engag-
ing in questionable internet habits. 
Security is excellent on PCs for us-
ers who surf the web responsibly. 
Mac aficionados often point to 
the longevity of Mac computers. 
The longevity argument sounds 
good, but isn’t true. 
PCs are expected to last three to 
five years with one “checkup” which 
can cost up to $50, and one replace-
ment power cord which can be pur-
chased online for $15. Taking a me-
dian price of $450 a PC is expected 
to cost approximately $615 over 
four years, or $153.75 a year. 
Macs, as well as the power cords 
and other accessories, are expected 
to last between five and eight years. 
The median price of a Mac is $1,700 
and will last for six years, or $283.33 
a year. Even the least expensive Mac 
model works out to $166.50 a year. 
One Mac computer might last 
longer than one PC, but owning two 
PCs is still cheaper than one Mac. 
Macs may look nice, but so does the 
money you save when buying one, 
or even two, PCs. 
I like having the ability to right 
click. I can copy and paste, look up 
synonyms or change the font with 
the click of a button right out of the 
box. I am not able to do those things 
on a Mac. 
The free software is another bo-
nus for PC users. Citing the long 
tenure of Windows, download.com 
gives users the selection of 55,000 
packages of Windows freeware. 
Mac users have a selection of only 
4,586 freeware programs.
PCs also offer a wide variety of 
models and manufacturers. Con-
sumers can choose from operat-
ing systems made by Dell, Lenovo, 
Samsung, Gateway, HP and Sony. 
Mac computers offer you three 
choices, and the Macbook Air feels 
like I could break it in half by look-
ing at it.
While protecting the environ-
ment isn’t often associated with PC 
laptops, PCs are actually “green-
er” than their Mac counterparts. 
Apple is currently near the bottom 
of Greenpeace’s Green Electronics 
Guide. Greenpeace claims that the 
company “scores badly on almost 
all criteria,” including the use of 
hazardous chemicals and recycling.
The major PC companies HP, 
Sony and Gateway are among 
Greenpeace’s top five “green” elec-
tronic companies. 
I must admit that Macs are proba-
bly better for some things. Any form 
of graphic design is much easier to 
create on a Mac. The audio and vi-
sual editing is preferred by experts. 
The design of Mac computers looks 
nice and is trendy. 
But many of those features that 
are so great on a Mac are just as 
great on a PC. You can still edit pic-
tures, music and videos on a PC. 
You just don’t look quite as cool do-
ing it.  
If you like saving money, free 
software, the right click button, a 
wide variety of options and doing 
comparatively less damage to the 
environment, PCs are for you. The 
hype surrounding Mac computers is 
nothing but a trend that is hurting 
the consumers by leading them into 
a choice they do not want to make. 
girl. From the movies, we know that, 
male virginity is dealt with differ-
ently than female virginity. “Amer-
ican Pie” jumps out at me, since a 
group of nerdy guys are set on swip-
ing their v-cards before they gradu-
ate high school. 
Furthermore, in the lesbian com-
munity, a friend on the inside told 
me once about “gold stars.” Gold 
stars are lesbians who have never 
had sex with a guy and are appar-
ently highly coveted. 
The current idea of virginity adds 
negativity and unnecessary pres-
sure to having sex for the first time. 
While it is an important event, and 
it should occur organically and with 
two people that respect each other. 
In other words, do not do it just to 
do it.
By MEGAN EVANS
One of the most commonly recur-
ring phrases while touring colleges is 
“security.” For schools to be competi-
tive, they need to sell campus securi-
ty to the parents, so they believe that 
their “babies” are safe out in the big 
world. Security, however, is neither as 
stringent as is advertised, nor does it 
have to be.
While Security Services is con-
cerned with the safety of students, a 
big part of it involves the parking lots 
and helping people who have been 
locked out, not preventing bad things 
from happening to students. Even 
where they are sincerely useful there 
are some faults.
There are some significant faults 
in the system, namely involving get-
ting locked out. Girls who have been 
locked out of their room after a show-
er get a significantly faster response 
when they call to be let in than boys. 
Boys in a similar state usually have 
to wait slightly longer. While this has 
roots in logic, specifically that girls are 
more likely to be assaulted, there is 
also a certain level of discomfort for 
men who have been locked out with 
only a towel. While it is less likely to 
be dangerous, it is still awkward. 
Additionally, there are also times 
when security will not let students 
into the buildings. Freshmen Danae 
Smith and Rory Carruthers both cit-
ed times in which they had to wait 
outside their buildings because secu-
rity was not active at that time. Smith 
was locked out of her building over 
spring break at 10:15 at night. “They 
[security] were basically like, ‘call 
back later’,” she said. 
A few minutes later, a nice passerby 
let her into her dorm where she wait-
ed to call security again to ask that 
they let her into her room. Smith said 
that “if I didn’t get into my building 
then I would have felt scared” because 
there were so few people on campus. 
While Smith was likely never in any 
danger, this instance shows a discon-
nect between what parents are prom-
ised and what students experience.
Carruthers has a similavr story. 
Sometime at the beginning of the 
school year, during the middle of the 
day, he was locked out of his room. He 
was told to wait two hours and then 
call back. “[I] called them [security] 
back like a minute before four [p.m.] 
and they…almost made me call back 
a minute later,” Carruthers said. 
On top of that, Carruthers stated 
that “they took an additional 30 min-
utes to come after that.” While it was 
unlikely that he would be in any dan-
ger, it nevertheless shows how cam-
pus security is misrepresented by the 
school.
Admittedly, having a backup for 
when a key accidentally gets mis-
placed is a godsend. Students in off-
campus housing do not have that 
option. Yet if the service is spotty or 
inadequate, then it should not be dis-
played as something it is not.
Security is an amazing service, and 
we should not underestimate their 
usefulness. At the same time we also 
should not use the service to entice 
incoming students and their parents 
with false advertisements.
and economics, followed by busi-
ness, English and pre-med. 
Knowledge of these fields are im-
portant and helpful when function-
ing as a politician within the gov-
ernment, and when coming up with 
strategies to increase one’s influ-
ence within the system. But what 
about the society and the individu-
als outside of the political arena—
the ones being governed? 
The majority of politicians 
should have backgrounds in so-
ciology or anthropology to un-
derstand interactions between 
societies and reasonably handle in-
ternational and domestic relations. 
Also, they should be versed in psy-
chology to understand individual 
human wants, needs, fears, beliefs 
and the reasoning behind them to 
better interact with the public in 
an honest and effective manner. 
Finally, they should know about 
biology and ecology to understand 
the source of the resulting behav-
ior and its effects between systems. 
Compare the government and 
the society to the world of science. 
It is often possible to control fac-
tors within a science lab experi-
ment, and possibly draw conclu-
sions from the results. But in the 
field, natural interactions add in-
credible complexity that must be 
taken into account when applying 
lab conclusions and making pre-
dictions about the real world. 
The same goes for the govern-
ment. Knowledge of how to work 
the political system will only take 
one as far as the political system. 
But the conclusions drawn within 
this system cannot sufficiently ac-
count for the complexity of soci-
ety, with its countless and various 
exchanges, multilateral systems 
and cultural differences, however 
small. In every situation, context 
must be taken into account.
The real world is so complex that 
it must be incredibly difficult to pin 
down solutions to society’s prob-
lems without creating more. For 
example, the cutting of Planned 
Parenthood funds is seen as a bla-
tantly ignorant move by millions 
of women as well as health profes-
sionals who have experience with 
Planned Parenthood’s services and 
its positive effect on society. If pol-
iticians knew more about women’s 
health issues, they would govern 
differently. 
The public itself must also be 
aware of this education gap. The 
vast majority of elected politi-
cians have limited degrees, but it is 
the public that elects them. When 
Ralph Nader diverted from his 
field of history and political sci-
ence and attempted to educate the 
public about ecology and signifi-
cant environmental issues, as well 
as campaigning for attention to 
these issues as he ran for president, 
he met his match in the twinkly-
eyed face of George W. Bush, who 
used his knowledge of business 
and deal-making rhetoric to sway 
the public to his end. 
Nader was not trusted because 
he deviated from the norm, despite 
that he deviated in a more human-
istic direction. Al Gore must have 
been aware of this public phenom-
enon in his 2000 campaign: he did 
not fervently express his views on 
environmental and human rights 
issues until after he was no longer 
a candidate for the presidency. 
Therefore, it is important that 
citizens be aware both of their 
needs as human beings and the 
rhetoric that attempts to manipu-
late them. Politicians who do not 
have sufficient knowledge of the 
world’s non-political systems, but 
do have the skills to lead and thrive 
in the political system, should ab-
solutely be a part of it.
Well-roundedness is one of the 
basic tenets of enlightenment. As-
piring politicians should consider 
this when determining their path 
to the political arena, and they 
should consider the background 
knowledge that would be truly 
helpful in achieving their preferred 
effect on the world to the greatest 
extent. 
and the academy, all advantages at-
tached to the upper-class. These in-
formal benefits of wealth are social-
ly constructed and have historical 
basis, just like the benefits of be-
ing white and male. Given the va-
riety of de facto forms of prejudice 
and privilege that exist in our soci-
ety, it is not productive to use formal 
structures alone as a foundation for 
any argument about diversity.
Second, as Piros himself acknowl-
edges, social class is not a fixed iden-
tity. Nor is it an independent vari-
able. Class is the complicated result 
of a number of other factors such as 
heritage, luck, religion, race, sexual 
orientation, and gender. While one 
might argue that, given the difficul-
ty of upward mobility in our coun-
try, class is in fact a fixed variable, I 
would argue in return that the lim-
its of class mobility are themselves a 
result of the systemic disadvantages 
of being non-white and non-male. 
Thus, it is absurd to propose that 
class by itself should be used as an 
indicator of diversity - this reason-
ing essentially asserts that rich, elite 
people are more likely to be rich and 
elite, and ignores all other contrib-
uting factors.
I agree that class should be an 
important consideration in any 
discussion of diversity. I sincere-
ly hope that in the future Piros will 
acknowledge and explore the com-
plex intersections of class, race, and 
gender that contribute to a diverse 
student body, rather than ignoring 
the continued significance of white-
male hegemony in people’s everyday 
experiences.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Newton ’11
Macs are trendy, expensive, overrated
Crazy Mac: While stylish and coveted, Macintosh computers do 
not out-perform PCs,  and Apple enforces technology policies 
deemed environmentally unfriendly by Greenpeace.
Campus security not as 
reliable as advertised
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trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
Want to submit a Hey You? 
E-mail 
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu 
or put one in the box in 
Diversions Cafe.
Th e Trail will never publish 
Hey Yous that explicitly refer to 
individuals or groups, contain 
identifying information or drug 
and alcohol references, or are 
hateful or libelous in nature. 
ACCESS PROGRAMS
2011 SUMMER ACADEMIC CHALLENGE
5 WEEKS OF
TEACHING, LEARNING, DIVERSITY & COMMUNITY
EARN
$12.12 an hour
Teaching Assistants are needed for our summer math and science enrichment program for local 
middle and high school students traditionally underrepresented in higher education.
            Teaching Assistants work June 20 - July 22, 2011
            From 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
             With a mandatory orientation meeting during spring term.
APPLICATION DEADLINE:  FRIDAY, APRIL 22, 2011
Interviews WEDNESDAY APRIL 27 – FRIDAY, APRIL 29.
Contact Access Programs
At 879-2827 or achallenge@pugetsound.edu
Or stop by our oﬃce, Howarth 215.
COMIC COURTESY/PETER WALLERICH-NEILS
G r i Z Z  L i S t
“HEY YOU,” you’re braver 
than you believe, and stronger 
than you seem, and always, 
always beautiful!
“HEY YOU,” screw the scale, 
you don’t need no stinkin’ 
numbers!  You are beautiful!
“HEY YOU,” the mirror does 
not de ne you.  Beauty is not a 
size.  Intelligence is not a num-
ber.  You are beautiful inside 
and out.  Go change the world!
“HEY YOU,” Sigma Chi. 
Anyone that spends  ve 
minutes with you all loves and 
respects you. I’m sorry for all 
the people hating on you that 
won’t have the opportunity to 
get to know such an amazing 
group of men. Congratulations 
on raising over $1,200 dollars 
at your highlighter party and 
having over 800 people show 
up throughout the night. Obvi-
ously you’re doing something 
right.
“HEY YOU,” RATTLER, 
rape jokes are so funny. In Op-
posite World. 
“HEY YOU,” daddy’s little 
princess, you can be the king of 
my castle any day.
“HEY YOU,” sexy Up set 
designer, I could climb up and 
down that ladder all night 
long!
“HEY YOU,” Soccer House, 
DO YOUR DISHES. please :)
“HEY YOU,” swim team in 
the library.  As much as I want 
to hear about “ sting” or how 
many shots you can do, people 
are trying to do work.  Be con-
siderate and shut up.
“HEY YOU,” You’re beauti-
ful.
“HEY YOU,” that helped 
me out of the S.U.B. the other 
night, thanks so much. Your 
nose ring is enchanting, good 
choice :)
“HEY YOU,” What a coin-
cidence, I like men too! One 
more thing we have in com-
mon.
“HEY YOU,” While you were 
busy hating, we were bulking 
up! Hater, you’re weak!
“HEY YOU,” I see you 
walkin’ shawty.
“HEY YOU,” Tonight we 
drink to the haters. To the hat-
ers!
“HEY YOU,” STF Up design-
ers & director, thank you for 
one of the best experiences of 
my life! You guys rock. 
“HEY YOU,” Hit me with 
your best shot – I’ll be waiting. 
“HEY YOU,” Start acting like 
spring, bitch. Sorry, that’s just 
how I feel.
“HEY YOU,”  e walk to the 
water pitcher seems pretty long. 
Just sayin’. 
“HEY YOU,” Cast and crew 
of STF Up, you were AMAZ-
ING.
“HEY YOU,” Sexy “4th grad-
ers” SM, I missed having you 
hang out in the booth with me. 
Maybe this week?
“HEY YOU,” Kappa Alpha 
 eta, way to get down at our 
classy mystery!
“HEY YOU,” Little! Get 
excited for a BIG surprise!
“HEY YOU,” I want to get 
drunk o  your pancakes.
“HEY YOU,” Vegan – I’ve 
got some meat that will change 
your mind. 
“HEY YOU,” I wish you 
would unzip these genes.
“HEY YOU,” hairless moun-
tain range. Why don’t you take 
your picture and stick it up 
your ass. 
“HEY YOU,” come to 
Schneebeck tonight at 7:30 
p.m. for an amazing free Wind 
Ensemble and Concert Band 
concert!
“HEY YOU,” come to  e 
4th Graders Present an Un-
named Love-Suicide opening 
tonight! Come check it out!
“HEY YOU,” pseudo-runner, 
pseudo-editor, pseudo-teacher, 
why don’t you take some happy 
pills Tuesday night?
“HEY YOU,” artists whose 
work is up downstairs in Kit-
tredge, awesome job, those 
portraits are amazing! Super 
impressive.
“HEY YOU,” give me a fuck-
ing job already. 
“HEY YOU,” WWMD now?
“HEY YOU,” graduation is 
so close! We can do it, class of 
2011.  
“HEY YOU,” I can’t date you 
because you are a woman and 
my mother was a woman, and 
that freaks me out.
“HEY YOU,” sustainability 
girl, I’d like to put my glass in 
your receptacle. 
“HEY YOU,” fashion blog-
ger, I like the concept, but 
branch out a little.
“HEY YOU,” pregnant  sh, I 
like the way you communicate 
with whiskered land animals. 
“HEY YOU,” despite the 
broken window, Saturday night 
was muy fabuloso. Love you, 
housies!
“HEY YOU,” cellar hermaph-
rodite, I can’t decide which half 
of you I like more, so I’ll take 
the whole thing.
“HEY YOU,” girl with the 
holy hat, drink my wine any-
time.
“HEY YOU,” Lu’au crowd, 
get piggy with it!  
“HEY YOU,” drum circle, 
taking hits?
“HEY YOU,” owl thief, we 
will hunt you to the ends of the 
earth. We are armed with bats 
and balls, big balls. Love, UPS 
baseball team. 
“HEY YOU,” googly-eyed 
library security guard, there’s a 
sexy emergency waiting for you 
on the fourth  oor, you’d bet-
ter investigate. (HINT: THE 
EMERGENCY IS ME.)
“HEY YOU,” your glaze pen-
etrates me. I love donuts.
“HEY YOU,”  during my 
daily life, I want to yell at a lot 
of people, but can’t.
“HEY YOU,” KUPS retiree, 
thanks for throwing a great 
party!  e whole station, and 
even Zarvox will miss you!
“HEY YOU,” calligraphy pro-
fessor, your lectures inspire the 
most incredbile doodles.
“HEY YOU,” Todd  eld, I 
like your rug. 
“HEY YOU,” No.
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By BRENNA CAMERON
Most students will tell you that 
they’re moving home for the sum-
mer and getting a job at Starbucks 
or the local café.  Maybe some are 
staying in Tacoma and taking class-
es. But sophomore Ali Hoover is do-
ing something different. Much dif-
ferent. She’s going to South Africa. 
She’s not going for vacation, ei-
ther.  Hoover will be participating 
in the Innovation Institute Schol-
ars Program, where she will be 
immersed in a community of the 
Manyeleti Region helping to create 
the framework of a local business. 
The website for the organization 
that is sponsoring the program, 
www.thinkimpact.org, describes 
the experience as one that will de-
velop strong relationships, allowing 
for social development.  
“Ultimately, scholars and com-
munity members prototype so-
cial products and services that may 
be sold through social businesses, 
which are managed and sustained 
locally,” the website claims.  
Hoover found out about the pro-
gram through one of her dad’s co-
workers, and she applied with no 
expectation of getting in. 
“I applied on a whim,” Hoover 
said.  “I couldn’t believe that I got an 
interview let alone a spot.  Getting 
an offer is unreal.” 
The program seems perfect for 
Hoover, a student who loves trav-
eling and whose ultimate goal is to 
work in third world countries doing 
something with a global purpose.  
“I want to work with human traf-
ficking and elicit global economy,” 
Hoover said.  “But being from such 
a wonderful and safe environment, I 
don’t quite understand the cause of 
what leads to that kind of employ-
ment.”
Even if Hoover doesn’t under-
stand the motivation behind human 
trafficking quite yet, she admits that 
she has already had some experi-
ences to explore this field.  She lob-
bied a bill last summer called the 
Child Protection Compact Act.  The 
bill dealt with the U.S. helping other 
countries to stop human trafficking. 
“This issue is really under wraps 
and it’s a taboo,” Hoover said when 
asked why she wanted to have the 
bill pass. “These things are going on 
and no one really knows about it.”  
With a dream set before her and 
her opportunities spanning the ho-
rizon, the only thing seemingly 
holding Hoover back is the money. 
In order to participate in the schol-
ars program, Hoover must pay a 
$6000 tuition that will pay for travel, 
living expenses and any other learn-
ing material they will need in South 
Africa.  
However, Hoover said she doesn’t 
have that kind of money just sitting 
around.  So for the past couple of 
weeks, Hoover has been frantically 
trying to raise money to fund her 
trip. 
While she sadly confesses that 
the university hasn’t helped much, 
she smiles and says that the indi-
vidual support she has received has 
touched her in so many ways. 
“The school itself has almost no 
funds set aside for stuff like this,” 
Hoover said.  “[But] more person-
ally, I have been touched by indi-
vidual people who have done extra 
things for me like picking up extra 
shifts at work or hosting a BBQ for 
me.” 
She said that it’s these little efforts 
that will give her 20 or 30 dollars 
each that will make the difference. 
She urges anyone, anyone at all, who 
would like to donate to go to www.
empowered.org/ali-hoover and give 
five or 10 dollars. “If everyone gave 
little amounts, I would have enough 
money to go,” she said.
Although Hoover said that she 
feels like she’s begging for money, 
her gratitude has certainly not di-
minished.
“I’ve cried so much in the past 
two weeks, seeing how good peo-
ple are and how giving they are,” 
Hoover blushes as she explains her 
sheer appreciation. “I can’t believe 
people are going out of their way to 
support me in my efforts.  It’s so self-
less.”
Even with a very difficult finan-
cial challenge ahead of her, Hoover 
seems overjoyed for such a wonder-
ful opportunity to explore the world 
in a very unique and rewarding way. 
With the utmost poise and confi-
dence, Hoover says what it means 
for her to have this experience at 
such a young age. 
“It’s hard to feel that we’re old 
enough to do something that pow-
erful,” she said, “but we’re reaching 
an age where we can make a differ-
ence and an impact.  We can be a 
part of something meaningful.” 
By GRACE HEERMAN
Applying academic knowledge to 
work in the real world can be chal-
lenging with a liberal arts degree, 
especially in the field of environ-
mental policy. 
“From the Ground Up,” a work-
shop that took place on campus 
April 10 and 11, responded to this 
challenge by exposing students to 
the benefits of research and practi-
cal experience in current environ-
mental initiatives. 
The workshop was meant to be 
an interactive experience between 
scholars, students and activists in 
which they could engage in discus-
sion about practical environmen-
tal policy-related work, both in the 
field and in the classroom.
It was the brainchild of assistant 
professor of Global Environmental 
Politics Rachel DeMotts, who is cur-
rently teaching at Puget Sound with 
a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation. It was this foundation 
that sponsored the workshop and 
will sponsor similar conferences in 
the future.
Through her grant, DeMotts has 
been given the opportunity to or-
ganize and facilitate workshops like 
this one, which are meant to illus-
trate the marriage of “theory and 
practice” in environmental work 
and discover ways to better envi-
ronmental policy through partner-
ships between academics and prac-
titioners.
“My hope is that students walk 
away from this with a better idea of 
how their studies can contribute to 
their work in the real world,” De-
Motts said.
With this in mind, she brought 
to campus three pairs of academ-
ic-practitioner teams with environ-
mental field experience to present 
their collaborative work to students 
and faculty. In doing so, she hoped 
to inspire future work and reveal 
the ways in which all parties can, 
and perhaps should, join forces.
DeMotts has been working for 
the past year on conceptualizing, 
organizing and promoting the event 
using her connections in the world 
of environmental justice. Each pre-
senter is a figure from her past with 
whom she has collaborated at some 
point in her career.
“At the heart of the workshop is 
the idea of community-student and 
faculty-student collaboration,” De-
Motts said. “By bringing people to-
gether, we want to demonstrate op-
portunities for partnership and the 
ways in which their work relates to 
and benefits each others’ perspec-
tive.”
“On a strictly academic level, we 
wanted to encourage faculty-stu-
dent partnerships and research op-
portunities,” DeMotts added. “That 
type of collaboration is often over-
looked, even at liberal arts institu-
tions, which is unfortunate because 
it can be very valuable to both the 
faculty member and the student.”
The workshop was also support-
ed by the Environmental Policy and 
Decision Making Program and the 
Department of Politics and Govern-
ment at Puget Sound.
“This is the first time I have 
brought an event like this togeth-
er on my own, so it was definitely 
a learning process,” DeMotts ad-
mitted. “But Dan Sherman and the 
rest of the faculty in the Politics and 
Government Department have been 
extremely helpful and supportive.”
Each day began with a presenta-
tion from an academic-practitioner 
team who explained their experi-
ence integrating research into their 
environmental project. On April 10, 
Director of Integrated Agro and En-
vironmental Services in Namibia, 
Daily Nheta, and School of Envi-
ronment, Enterprise and Develop-
ment professor Larry Swatuk pre-
sented their work on implementing 
conservation initiatives in Botswan-
an and Namibian communities.
“Through our discussion, I not 
only want to present an African 
perspective on community-based 
conservation, but also revive the re-
lationship between academics and 
practitioners and hopefully influ-
ence curricula to stress the impor-
tance of such relationships,” Nheta 
said.
Day two opened with a discus-
sion entitled, “Globalization and 
Militarization on the U.S.-Mexico 
Border” from University of Texas 
professor Jeffrey Shepherd and New 
Mexico State University professor 
Cynthia Bejarano. 
Following these presentations 
were panel discussions, moderated 
by DeMotts, which gave students 
and faculty an opportunity to inter-
act with presenters. 
“With these discussions, I want-
ed to help facilitate a dialogue about 
how all parties can use scholarship 
and practical experience to bring 
about social and environmental jus-
tice most effectively,” DeMotts said.
“My hope is that students real-
ize through these discussions that 
the field work these professionals 
are doing doesn’t have to be sepa-
rate from the academic work that 
students and faculty do in class,” 
she said. “I hope they feel more 
connected to these activists and 
researchers, and that they can be-
gin to understand how to cross the 
boundaries between academia, pol-
icy-making and activism.”
By JESSY LYNN
The city of Tacoma has several ex-
ceptional secondhand shops. How-
ever, one stands out as remarkably 
bright and juicy. 
Orange on Sixth, owned by Lau-
rel Lawson, offers a unique variety 
of retro resale items that blends the 
best of past fashions with current 
styles of clothing.
“Vintage clothes are my passion,” 
Lawson said. 
In her third year of business this 
passion has not ceased, and Orange 
on Sixth continues to bring in great 
business from around the Tacoma 
community. However, the location 
has not always been where it is now. 
Orange began to grow in down-
town Tacoma, then known as Or-
ange on Broadway. Lawson ex-
plained that she liked the location, 
but there was always construction 
and parking meters made it difficult 
for customers. 
Luckily, a close friend owned a 
house located on Sixth Avenue that 
Lawson decided to check out. 
“The house was a wreck. I had to 
redo everything,” she said. 
This did not stop her from re-
constructing the entire house while 
maintaining her passion of resale 
and reusable items.
“I took out the carpet and painted 
everything with repurposed, low-
cost paint,” Lawson described. 
Then on September 9, 2010, she 
opened up shop, complete with or-
Workshop brainstorms environmental policy
Discussion: “From the Ground Up” held discussions between students, scholars and activists 
last weekend regarding how academic knowledge applies to real environmental policy.
see ORANGE page 7
‘Orange’: 
vintage along 
with current 
fashions
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Logger off to South Africa with ‘Think Impact’
Manyeleti: South African children in the Uta region watch as their business center is constructed. 
PHOTO COURTESY / THINKIMPACT.ORG
Community programming to create local business framework
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By JACK TODD
Six years ago it began with one 
professor’s vision. Professor Oswal-
do Estrada of the Hispanic Studies 
Program wanted to share his knowl-
edge, as well as the knowledge of his 
fellow professors and students, with 
the wider campus community. As a 
result, the Spanish Matters Colloqui-
um was born. 
“Professor Estrada came up with 
the idea to create a venue in which 
we could share our research, as pro-
fessors and as students, with the 
larger campus community and with 
our peers at other local institutions,” 
Mark Harpring, associate professor 
of Foreign Languages and Literature, 
said. 
“The idea is to present our re-
search and what we do, whether it be 
on literature or culture, and to have 
some of the students present the re-
search that they’ve done in classes,” 
he continued.
The Colloquium has always been 
held on campus and initially was 
only created for Puget Sound faculty 
and students. In the second year of 
the conference, it was opened up to 
members of PLU. 
“It was something very small and 
very local at first, and it has grown 
enormously,” professor of Foreign 
Languages and Literature Pepa La-
go-Graña said. 
In fact, the Colloquium was ini-
tially put on as a way to introduce 
Spanish students to the research that 
their professors were working on, 
but it has since expanded to some-
thing much larger. 
In the past, it has hosted speak-
ers from as far away as Atlanta, and 
this year the second keynote speaker 
came all the way from Spain.
In this most recent Colloquium, 
hosted at various locations around 
campus on April 7 and 8, more than 
10 colleges and universities were 
represented.
According to Lago-Graña, the 
Colloquium held presentations in 
English and Spanish, as well as some 
that were bilingual. 
Harpring and Lago-Graña both 
presented papers that they had writ-
ten along with other members of the 
Hispanic Studies Program. Harpring 
presented a paper on Friday morn-
ing titled “Imitation of Identities in 
Yo no tengo la culpa de haber naci-
do tan sexy,” which is a novel about a 
transsexual who wants to be a saint. 
Lago-Graña, who is original-
ly from Spain, presented her paper 
“Cuento – Guión – cortomenraje: 
Alberto Fuguet y la hibridez narra-
tiva” on Thursday morning in the 
first session of the Colloquium. It 
was about how hybridity in genre re-
sponds to cultural identity and na-
tional identity. 
Fellow professors Harry Vélez-
Quiñones and Brendan Lanctot also 
presented pieces that they had writ-
ten.
“The four of us have actually all 
been heavily involved in this pro-
cess,” Harpring said. “And Rachel 
Sizer-Williams, our administrative 
assistant, she’s done a lot of work in 
making sure that everything goes off 
without a hitch.”
As for the obvious question of 
why Harpring and Lago-Graña 
think Spanish does matter, here is 
what they had to say:
“In the world that we live in, Span-
ish is becoming more and more 
predominant; especially in west-
ern Washington the Hispanic pop-
ulation is growing and growing,” 
Harpring said. “We have a whole 
segment of the population that we 
need to communicate with, and how 
do we do that? That’s with Spanish.”
According to Lago-Graña, the 
United States is rapidly approaching 
50 million Spanish speakers.
“It matters because of the num-
bers, and I think there is an increas-
ing awareness of the power and re-
sponsibilities that come with those 
numbers,” she said. “We cannot just 
be discounted and ignored. At one 
time maybe that presence or that 
strength in numbers was perceived 
as tranistory, and I think that that vi-
sion is very quickly going away.”
“There’s a whole world out there 
that speaks Spanish, and they are in 
this country, and it’s a country that’s 
very quickly becoming bilingual,” 
she continued. 
As a final thought, Lago-Graña 
explained why the Spanish Matters 
Colloquium is so important to our 
university and other local institu-
tions nearby.
“Really, if you look in the region 
of the Pacific Northwest, there isn’t 
a conference of this type anywhere,” 
Lago-Graña said. “We have been 
growing. I think we have people who 
are noticing us, and I think that we 
just provide something that is very 
unique.”
By TOMMY STONE
This spring, the iconic characters 
from “a long time ago in a galaxy 
far, far away” will return to Earth, 
thanks to the theater department’s 
production of Star Wars in 60 Min-
utes.
Puget Sound’s high-energy geek 
fest has been held annually in the 
Rausch Auditorium for sever-
al years, entertaining casual and 
hardcore Star Wars fans alike. 
As the title suggests, Star Wars in 
60 Minutes summarizes the events 
spanning from Episode I through 
Episode VI into a snappy one-
hour-long runtime. Just in time for 
finals, the show will act as a humor-
ous and entertaining relief from 
the stress that will surely begin to 
weigh us down.
The show’s director, senior Man-
di Wood said, “Our goal has always 
been to create something that is 
reminiscent to hardcore fans, and 
to keep the characters as close to 
the original movies as possible.” 
There are certainly many char-
acters to keep track of. The show’s 
relatively small cast of 10 actors as-
sumes the roles of over 70 charac-
ters. Wood said that actors try their 
best to nail down the unique char-
acteristics of popular characters 
like Han Solo or C-3PO and even 
more obscure ones like Aayla Secu-
ra, Poggle or Lama Su. 
In that it’s very hard to imag-
ine portraying seven different 
roles within an hour-long perfor-
mance, Wood was right to describe 
the process as “challenging, excit-
ing and rather impressive, when it 
comes down to it.”
However, some changes have 
been made this year. There are two 
new actors who have been added 
to the cast, replacing seniors who 
graduated last spring. 
Wood said for many of the ac-
tors who are now graduating se-
niors, including herself, it will be 
their third and final performance 
of the show. 
Last year, an encore was also 
added to the show: Star Wars in 
60 Seconds. One can only imagine 
the ridiculousness that must ensue 
within that brief minute.
When Wood described the show 
as “the most fun anyone can have 
onstage,” my only concern was that 
I never saw much advertisement 
for the audition dates. For such a 
loud, high-energy show, I would 
have expected to see more posters 
placed around campus—food for 
thought for next year’s show.
Star Wars in 60 Minutes is sure 
to be a night of fulfilling entertain-
ment, but don’t be misled that the 
show’s admission will take a toll on 
your wallet—the show has always 
been free out of courtesy to fellow 
Star Wars–loving Loggers. 
For that reason, Wood advised 
that audience members should ar-
rive somewhere within 20 to 30 
minutes before the performance in 
order to find seats. The dates for the 
show will be May 2, May 3 and May 
4, each starting at 9 p.m. 
As Wood described it, the show 
is “wild, fast-paced, nerdy, energet-
ic and explosive.” For any work-rid-
den student, the show sounds like 
it will be ample enough for many 
good laughs. 
Personally, my night will be com-
plete the moment I witness some-
one playing Admiral Akbar exclaim 
the famous line from The Return of 
the Jedi, “IT’S A TRAP!”
ange windowpane and trimming. 
The inviting store is cute, chic and 
full of passion, especially when it 
comes to its owner. 
She got involved with resalable 
clothes while attending Cabrillo 
College in Santa Cruz, Calif. where 
she worked at a Goodwill store. 
“That is where it all began. I was 
hooked,” Lawson explained. 
After a while, life took her to Seat-
tle where she married, divorced and 
had two children, Emma, 12 and 
Iris, 8. She began as an artist teach-
ing here and there, but her true call-
ing was yet to come. 
“I always wanted to open my own 
shop, and I needed to earn money 
to support my family,” Lawson said. 
She began collecting clothing 
items from estate sales and through 
Craigslist.  Lawson’s art became her 
clothes, and then fate struck. 
“I got in a car accident and the 
money I got from that allowed me 
to open up my own shop,” Lawson 
said.  
She opened her own business 
three years ago and has not slowed 
down since.  Lawson puts a special 
touch into her business. She works 
full time and buys and handpicks 
everything she sells.
“Every day I have people come in 
to sell and trade in clothes,” Lawson 
said. 
While a large of majority of Or-
ange on Sixth’s clothing is vintage, 
Lawson invites all kinds of trendy 
and retro-style clothing in her store. 
There is a 30 percent value in cash 
or trades can be used for store cred-
it.  
Lawson explained that the move 
to the Sixth Avenue location was the 
best thing she ever decided to do. 
“I knew that the majority of my 
customer base were Puget Sound 
students, and the new location al-
lowed me to be a lot closer to them,” 
Lawson explained. 
Her reasonable prices offer af-
fordable stylish clothes for students. 
She even hired a Puget Sound stu-
dent part-time and advertises 
around campus through flyers. 
KUPS also offers an advertise-
ment for the store on the radio. 
Lawson shows appreciation for her 
student customers by offering a 10 
percent discount on purchases of 10 
dollars or more. She also promotes 
her business by occasionally donat-
ing gift cards for various charitable 
events.  
Her business continues to ex-
pand. The store offers a wide array 
of women’s clothing of all sizes, jew-
elry, some antique furniture and she 
just began selling men’s clothing as 
well. Lawson explained that there 
are no plans to expand to a second 
location yet, but maybe sometime in 
the future that could be a possibility. 
“Think about your purchases and 
buy local. It is less expensive and 
more fun to buy resale items,” Law-
son encouraged. 
I asked Lawson how she came up 
with the unique name of the store.  
“I like names that have absolutely 
nothing to do with their store, and 
orange is my favorite color,” Lawson 
said. 
I could not argue with that. Or-
ange is not only an attractive color, 
but also an attractive store located 
on Sixth Avenue, which is sure to 
offer something to make your closet 
a little more flavorful. 
ORANGE
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Keynote: Joyce Tolliver delivers her keynote address in this year’s Spanish Matters Colloquium.
Spanish literature, culture in discussionStar Wars 
in 60 Min. 
strikes back 
in May
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Professor
spotlight
By ALLY LEVER
P A U L  L o e B
Nickname:  Mr. Intense
Date of Birth:  June 24
Hometown:   Manhattan, New York; Cali, Colombia; Toledo, Ohio; 
Berkeley, California; Seattle, Washington.
Kids/pets:  My dog, Zissou
Favorite Food (S.U.B. or not):  Temaki sushi
Favorite Music:  Bach’s Double Violin Concerto
Back-up Career plan:  Hollywood Film Director
Dream Vacation:  Manuel Antonio Beach in Costa Rica
Coffee, tea, or something stronger:  Iced grande Americano, two shots, 
no room
Favorite Library spot:  I prefer the Oppenheimer Café.  Thank you, 
great baristas!
please describe one of the following to someone who has never seen 
or heard of it—America, the pacific Northwest, snow, “Jersey Shore”, 
a freshman: A freshman is a lost soul in dire need.
Least favorite book you’ve ever had to read for a class: Nathaniel Haw-
thorne, The House of the Seven Gables
Fun Fact/Anything Else:  The Death of Nietzsche’s Zarathustra
University of Puget Sound pro-
fessors were up in arms this week 
due to the special treatment given to 
the new theatre department faculty 
member, Dr. Jesus Christ. Upon 
his arrival at Puget Sound, Christ 
was immediately awarded a prized 
parking spot adjacent to the S.U.B. 
“We want to make Dr. Christ feel 
welcome here,” the hiring depart-
ment said. It brought in Christ as 
a replacement for the current head 
of the theatre department, Dr. Jack 
Roice, who is retiring at the end of 
this year.  
Despite only being created last 
Tuesday, the parking spot already 
has many Puget Sound staff and fac-
ulty members in an uproar.
 “Look, I hate having to walk all 
the way to the S.U.B. for the garden 
tortellini just as much as the next 
guy, but to think that he is getting 
such special attention from the uni-
versity is completely unfair,” a fac-
ulty member said. She wished to re-
main anonymous for fear of eternal 
damnation.
 Other signs of disapproval have 
already popped up in various oth-
er parking spots, with people graf-
fiting messages such as “Thou shalt 
not covet bitchin’ parking spots,” 
“Reserved for people who can cup 
water in their hands” and “WWJD? 
Why would Jesus drive?”
Of course Dr. Christ is no strang-
er to controversy or attention, hav-
ing created multiple media frenzies 
over the past few thousands of years 
by having more resurrections than 
2pac himself, and even having a 
movie made about his life, based on 
Dr. Christ’s own best selling autobi-
ography, the Bible. 
The religion department has tak-
en issue with the blatant display of 
faculty favoritism. “It’s contradic-
tory to everything I’ve heard about 
this guy,” one student said. “Isn’t he 
supposed to be all about humility, 
love and equality?” 
Not anymore, according to the 
Puget Sound administration. The 
parking space is a symbolic gesture, 
an effort to support Dr. Christ in his 
efforts to re-vamp his reputation. 
“He doesn’t want holiness to be 
his ‘thing’ forever,” Dr. Christ’s 
publicist said. “He’s into other stuff 
too. Like cars, method acting and 
performing badass miracles.”
Some faculty members are less 
concerned about the parking spot 
specifically and more upset about 
the future repercussions. “Sure it’s 
just a parking spot, but that then 
leads to other special gifts. Next 
thing you know there will be a 
building on campus where people 
can go to worship the man on Sun-
days. I mean, my God!” Nina Feld-
man, a current professor at the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound, said. When 
asked to comment on Ms. Feld-
man’s quote, Dr. Christ only had 
the following to say, “No, no, no. 
God was my father. Please. Call me 
Jesus.”
After remaining quiet about the 
controversy for a few months, Dr. 
Christ finally opened up about it 
in an exclusive interview with the 
Puget Sound Trail. 
“You think it’s easy being me? If 
you think you vie for your parent’s 
approval, try being the son of god-
damn God. People think my life 
has been so great, but I just want 
some water, man. A dude can only 
drink so much Jesus wine. And my 
birthday is on Christmas so I only 
get presents once a year, and to cel-
ebrate my second birthday people 
go around looking for eggs. Eggs! 
What does that…I don’t even…” 
Christ said after giving a long sigh 
and burying his head in his hands in 
frustration. “The least I can do is en-
joy the benefits of a parking spot.”
Despite all of the uproar sur-
rounding his hiring, Dr. Christ 
is still currently expected to start 
teaching classes next year, starting 
with THTR110: Beginning Acting 
with a special focus on playing dead.
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Conflict arises over Prof. J. 
Christ’s reserved parking
ARIES – You’re getting a lot 
of flac this month for things you 
had nothing to do with. Your 
shoes getting dirt all over the 
carpet? Your ‘violent outburst’ 
disrupting class? Your foot go-
ing through that glass door? You 
can’t control everything, Ar-
ies. Leave “your” problems for 
someone else to deal with.
 
TAURUS – A sweet taste in 
your mouth in the middle of the 
month will trigger a memory 
from long ago. It all comes rush-
ing back–the abandoned Jell-
O factory, the enormous vat of 
bubbling… Oh god, your entire 
boy scout troop! Their cries, fad-
ing into lime green! Please, stay 
away from Jell-O this month, 
Taurus. Some memories are sup-
pressed for a reason.
 
GEMINI – Changes are afoot 
on your feet this month, as you 
notice they suddenly retain wa-
ter, like sponges. On their tops, 
a brittle green fuzz grows—the 
perfect texture for getting at 
those difficult corners in the cas-
serole dish. Yes, your short quest 
for life’s meaning is over, Gem-
ini: your sponge-feet are a sign. 
You need never pilgrimage to 
the River Jordan, the Ganges or 
even beyond the kitchen—the 
sink is your Mecca.
 
CANCER – Around the 20th 
you will find yourself humming 
a song unlike anything you’ve 
ever heard, but you have no idea 
what it’s from. It stirs joy, grief, 
nausea, anger and heartbreak 
within you. You wonder about 
it for days, its tones cycling con-
tinuously through your head like 
a haunting, endless dream. Stop 
it, Cancer. Just stop it right now. 
It’s Enya.
 
LEO – A million centuries 
ago, before your mother was 
born (but after your brother 
was born) a small golden wasp 
landed upon a praying shaman’s 
forehead. “Get the fuck off,” 
said the Shaman, swatting at the 
winged magi. The wasp stung 
the Shaman in the forehead and 
buzzed to the ground, dead. The 
shaman, who was allergic, had 
a reaction and his brain fluids 
burst out of his ears. It is from 
this fluid, now popularly known 
as “brandy,” that you must drink 
to achieve enlightenment.
 
VIRGO – This month your 
life becomes doubly exciting as 
a chance encounter in a shop-
ping mall leads you to find your 
long-lost twin from whom you 
were separated at birth. You 
will quickly move in together, 
along with your adopted par-
ents. Amusing problems will 
arise, in seemingly endless suc-
cession, due to your identical ap-
pearance, quirky neighbors and 
your mutual passion for 1990s 
R&B music.   
LIBRA – You feel intellectu-
ally insecure and apathetic this 
month as your classes become 
more and more demanding. It is 
best to be conscious of the pos-
sibility that the depths of knowl-
edge and potential you have al-
ways dreamed of harnessing 
have been long worn away by 
years of internet use. Blog an-
grily about the failures of the 
university and America to un-
derstand the needs of your gen-
eration, then edit the Wikipedia 
page for “pretzel” while eating 
pretzels.
SCORpIO – Get ready, Scor-
pio, for a new opportunity will 
soon present itself from an un-
expected source. Puffy-cheeked 
and in a checkered suit, he will 
claim to be your “Uncle Bambi-
no” and tell you that he has “the 
magic touch.” Despite what your 
deepest instincts may be tell-
ing you—no matter how strong-
ly the smell of mustard radiates 
from his every pore—you can be 
sure that this man is trustwor-
thy. Still, probably don’t let him 
touch you, though.
 
SAGGITARIUS – While 
you’ve been taking walks in the 
park, wondering if there will 
ever be an end to the monoto-
ny of your soul-crushing loneli-
ness, you have inadvertently at-
tracted a few admirers. You may 
feel flattered or even panicked 
by the sudden attention. But 
do not fret, this flock of admir-
ers is more specifically interest-
ed in the saltines in your pock-
et. Sprinkle the crumbs on the 
ground and watch the gang of pi-
geons devour the last morsels of 
your self-worth! Birdieesss!
 
CApRICORN – Without ex-
planation, your classmates will 
begin to call you by the unfor-
tunate and hurtful nickname 
“Bubbleneck.” It is wise to calm-
ly embark on a violent vendetta 
against each and every person 
to utter that name. As some-
one’s evil stepsister once said, 
“revenge is the best medicine”—
and considering your impend-
ing neck-goiter removal surgery, 
you will need it.  
 
AQUARIUS – You are expe-
riencing difficulty communicat-
ing with classmates and teach-
ers this month. Words seem to 
have lost meaning, interactions 
are repetitive and mundane, you 
can hardly form a single coher-
ent thought, especially every 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
from 11 a.m. to 12:20 p.m. Prac-
tice peaceful meditation to open 
psychic channels with others, or 
just try opening your Spanish 
book for once.
           
pISCES – A lamentable lapse 
in logic leaves you with a prized 
Lhasa Apso lolling on your lap. 
The little brute has angelic, flow-
ing hair that makes yours seem 
dull and scraggly by compari-
son, and she’s getting all the at-
tention. Spend the next years of 
your life grooming, training and 
preening yourself to win first 
place in the Westminster Dog 
Show. Yes, that will show them – 
that will show everyone!
By ELIZABETH WITWER
In 1987, the long-imprisoned dis-
sident and philosopher Koko the 
Gorilla used a series of images on his 
touch screen computer to ponder, 
“It is man who maketh war—not go-
rillas.” In homage to this sentiment, 
Puget Sound’s PETA student group 
calls for a permanent and unyield-
ing end to all American involvement 
in gorilla warfare throughout the 
world. Although gorillas are remark-
ably intelligent animals that mate for 
life and adhere to complex, hierar-
chical codes of social conduct, they 
are no threat to our national securi-
ty. Defense Secretary Gates – What 
gives? 
Gorilla warfare is one of the most 
inhumane forms of warfare still 
practiced in the world today. Human 
forces enjoy the tremendous advan-
tage of fully developed frontal cor-
texes and language systems. Further-
more, they have access to thousands 
of years of knowledge concerning 
industrialization, military tactics and 
weapons technology. 
It’s really no wonder gorillas are 
left to beat their chests angrily while 
throwing their feces into the dark-
ening cloud of oncoming bullets. If 
put in their place, I’d probably do the 
same. Accurate figures pertaining to 
the number of deaths in these goril-
la wars are difficult to obtain due to 
biases in the U.S. military’s reporting 
procedures. Dead gorillas, or “DK’s” 
as they are so callously referred to 
in the field, are often classified as 
“orangutans” or “big-ish monkies” 
to suppress knowledge of the terrors 
known within the world’s canopies 
Baby gorillas separated from their 
mothers are immediately shipped off 
to the U.S., future victims of our na-
tion’s ever-worsening addiction to 
zoos and zoo culture. 
Why the senseless violence? Be-
cause they eat too many of our ba-
nanas? Because they’ve got toothier 
smiles than us? Or maybe instead we 
suffer from gorilla-envy, playing out 
our deepest insecurities on the bat-
tlefield instead of through reason-
able conversation and understand-
ing. I for one can’t rest until I know 
the U.S. has signed onto the U.N. 
committee’s pledge to protect gorilla 
rights across the world.
Finally, though I have only been 
in the Politics Department’s ad-
vanced class on Guerilla Warefare in 
the Congo for a few weeks, I person-
ally…oh. Fuck. Does that say “Gue-
rilla” warfare on there? Yeah. Whoa. 
Nevermind, then.
I’ll find something better for next 
week.
Gorilla warfare must be stopped
U N i N F o r M e d  o P i N i o N
April 
Horoscopes
Holy spot: Second only to handicapped spaces, Dr. Jesus 
Christ’s reserved parking could be a display of favoritism. 
By VIOLET V. DANGER
“ A S t r o L o G Y ”
PHOTO COURTESY / FREEIMAGESLIIVE.CO.UK
PHOTO COURTESY / TEDDI TOSTANOSKI
Peace: A gorilla who has briefly stopped battling.
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By TYLER VLASAK
Softball snaps losing streak, picks up four wins
Th e Logger soft ball team had an-
other fi ve game outing this past 
weekend. With an early start on Sat-
urday to a late fi nish on Sunday, the 
Loggers tallied up four wins and one 
loss, an impressive weekend overall. 
In their fi rst set of games the Log-
gers took on Lewis and Clark, who 
are currently last in conference. 
Th e Loggers were slow to start the 
off ense, but once they did it didn’t 
slow down till they hopped on the 
bus Sunday. In the fi ft h inning ju-
nior Megan Janes (Littleton, Colo.) 
led off  with a double to left  fi eld. 
She was moved to third by fresh-
man Jenica Holt (Pleasanton, Ca-
lif.), and scored by senior Christi-
na Demuelenaere’s (Lake Stevens, 
Wash.) double to left  center.  Junior 
Aryn Grause (Corvallis, Ore.) was 
intentionally walked for the second 
time in the game in order to pitch 
at junior Anthea Aasen (Universi-
ty Place, Wash.). Aasen hit a three 
run homer on the fi rst pitch, scoring 
Demuelenaere and Grause. Next 
to score was junior Jo Monfi letto 
(Everett, Wash.) who drew a walk 
and came home on senior Carolyn 
Moore’s (Seattle, Wash.), single up 
the middle.
In the next inning, Holt walked 
and was moved by another single 
by Demuelenaere and then Aasen 
singled to right and scored Holt. 
Demuelenaere scored on a fi elder’s 
choice by senior Alex Usher (Car-
son, Wash.), and Aasen scored on 
Monfi letto’s single to center fi eld. 
Junior Elayna Van Hess (Aumsville, 
Ore.), singled to right, and later 
Moore reached on an error scoring 
Usher and gaining enough runs for 
a mercy rule with the score at 9-0.
In the next game the Loggers 
turned on the off ense and scored in 
every inning but the fourth, hand-
ing the Pioneers an 11-2 loss. Both 
sophomore Brianna Huber (Chico, 
Calif.) and junior Chrissy Atterson 
(Marysville, Wash.) hit homeruns 
and Aasen tallied three RBIs, while 
Monfi letto, Huber, Atterson and 
Deuelenaere all grabbed RBIs in the 
game, adding up to a second con-
secutive impressive mercy rule win. 
Th e last game of the day was a 
Willamette makeup game due to 
a previous rainout. Th e infamous-
ly rowdy Bearcats had just fi nished 
playing the top conference team 
Linfi eld and were poised for the 
challenge of playing Puget Sound. 
Th e game turned into a pitching 
duel with senior Auriel Sperberg 
(Spanaway, Wash.), pitching a two 
hitter for the Loggers and helping 
to keep the Bearcats at bay while the 
Loggers tried to brew up some of-
fense. However, it was a walk in the 
fi ft h inning and a couple of errors 
by the defense that allowed for the 
winning run to score, unearned, in 
a 1-0 loss. 
On Sunday the Loggers faced 
George Fox and continued to tack 
on off ense. Monfi letto broke out 
with a two run homer in the second 
inning that scored Van Hess. Th e 
Loggers quieted until the sixth in-
ning when Huber doubled to score 
Van Hess, who had singled for the 
second time in the game. Janes 
then doubled to right to score both 
Huber and Monfi letto. Th e Log-
gers fi nished the game with a hard 
earned 5-3 win.
In game two the Loggers again 
took an early lead with Grause scor-
ing by a fi elding error off  the bat of 
Holt.  Like the fi rst game, the Log-
gers waited till later in the game to 
fi nish the Bruins off . In the fi ft h in-
ning Moore got on base aft er the 
Bruins’ fi rst baseman pulled her 
foot off  the bag. Demuelenaere sin-
gled up the middle to move the run-
ner. Grause then singled up the 
middle to score Moore, and Ush-
er singled to left  to score Dem-
uelenaere.  Insurance runs came in 
the 7th when Moore singled to left  
and Demuelenare doubled to cen-
ter. Moore scored off  a grounder by 
Grause and Usher singled to cen-
ter fi eld to score Demuelenaere and 
push the fi nal score to 5-1.
Th e Loggers have their last games 
of the season next weekend against 
cross-town rival Pacifi c Lutheran. 
Th e series will include Senior day 
on Sunday, April 17. Senior day will 
also be a “Th ink Pink” event and the 
team will be selling sunglasses in 
order to support breast cancer re-
search.
By ANTHEA AASEN
Soft ball v Lewis & Clark
Game 1
W 9-0
Game 2
W 11-2
Soft ball v Willamette
L 0-1
Soft ball v George Fox
Game 2
W 5-3
Game 3
W 5-1 Solid Addition: Junior transfer Joleen Monﬁ letto has put up 
solid numbers this year; she is second in homers and RBIs. 
Logger track hits top marks at Pacifi c
Last weekend the men’s and 
women’s track & fi eld teams head-
ed down to Forest Grove, Ore. to 
compete in the Luau invitational 
for their second to last regular sea-
son track meet. Several Loggers fi n-
ished the day with personal records 
in their respective events, many of 
which were Northwest Conference 
qualifying marks. 
Freshman Joe Cerne (Ravens-
dale, Wash.) took third place in his 
pole vaulting event with a height 
of 12 feet, 10.75 inches, a person-
al best for him. For the women, ju-
nior Maya Heck (Corvallis, Ore.) set 
a PR for pole vault at 10 feet, 5.25 
inches, giving her a fourth place fi n-
ish in the meet, putting her third 
all time in Logger history. Heck 
said that she is “really happy with 
[her] new PR, but is even more ex-
cited about what [she] can do with 
the rest of the season,” adding that 
this week at practice she’ll be using 
a bigger pole and hopefully clearing 
higher bars. “With only two weeks 
left  in the season,” Heck said, “we’ve 
got to go big or go home.” 
Hayley Walker (Cambria, Calif.) 
took home the Loggers’ only solo 
fi rst place fi nish on the day, taking 
the title for the 1500m with a NWC 
qualifying time of 4:54.17. Th e 
women’s 4x400m relay team also 
took home a fi rst place fi nish with 
a season-best 4:08.64 fi nish. Junior 
Andrea Leiken (Portland, Ore.) had 
a strong day, taking second place in 
both the 200m and the 400m with 
26.69 and 1:00.46 fi nishing times, 
respectively, which were also NWC 
automatic qualifying times. Fresh-
man Alicia Burns also had a strong 
day, taking a fourth place fi nish in 
the 400m dash with a NWC qualify-
ing time of 1:01.24 and taking third 
in the women’s 800m with another 
NWC qualifying time of 2:24.05.
For the men, sophomore Emer-
son Sample (Madison, Wisc.) took 
a fourth place fi nish with a season 
best, NWC qualifying time of  58.88 
in the 400m hurdles. Freshman 
Sean Tyree (Minneapolis, Minn.) 
took fourth place in the 400m dash, 
fi nishing with a 52.05. Th e men’s 
4x400m relay team, consisting of 
sophomore Michael Haas (Cuperti-
no, Calif.), Sample, freshman Brian 
Soto (Davis, Calif.) and Tyree fi n-
ished in third place with a fi nishing 
time of 3:31.19.
With their performance last week 
and throughout the season, sopho-
more Myles McDonald (Vancou-
ver, Wash.) and freshman Joe Cerne 
qualifi ed for the NWC multi-event 
track meet in Spokane, Wash. 
McDonald says that this event 
will “be a great experience for both 
himself and [Cerne] to gain confi -
dence for next year. [His] goal was 
to qualify for the conference cham-
pionships, and now that [he’s] done 
that, [his] new goal is to compete 
and do his best. Not many people 
can say that they did that and actu-
ally enjoyed it.”
Bright Future: Andi Nelson is one of many impressive fresh-
men who have gotten off to strong starts for the Loggers.
Lacrosse tops Linfi eld 
to fi nish season at 6-6
Th e Puget Sound women’s la-
crosse team ended the 2011 season 
on a high note this past weekend, 
wrapping up the year with a 19-8 
victory over the Linfi eld Wildcats 
on Saturday. Th e Loggers dropped 
a match to Pacifi c University on 
Friday by a score of 18-12, but sal-
vaged the split with the victory over 
Linfi eld. Th e split this past weekend 
gave the Loggers a 6-6 fi nal record 
for the 2011 season.
On Friday, senior Ana Calcia-
no (Farmington, Conn.) posted 17 
saves for the Loggers, but it wasn’t 
quite enough to hold off  the Box-
ers. Sophomore Julia Schulman 
(Durham, N.C.) started off  the scor-
ing, giving the Loggers an early 1-0 
lead. Pacifi c then went on a four-
goal run and never relinquished the 
lead. Several Loggers had excellent 
scoring performances on the day as 
Schulman tallied four goals, while 
sophomore Bradia Holmes (Boul-
der, Colo.) added three and senior 
Kristine Morris (Tiburon, Calif.) 
added two. Calciano’s great perfor-
mance in the net comes as no sur-
prise to the Loggers, as she is cur-
rently ranked fourth overall in 
Division III in saves.
On Saturday, it was the Loggers 
who led the way. Schulman scored 
the fi rst goal of the day for the Log-
gers right off  the bat and Puget 
Sound never gave up the lead. By the 
end of the fi rst half, the Loggers had 
extended their lead to 9-3. Schulman 
posted a great performance on the 
day, ending with six goals. Morris 
recorded four goals in the game and 
senior Anna Gunderson (Bloom-
ington, Minn.) added three. Calcia-
no added another seven saves to her 
impressive season total as well. 
Th e Loggers end the season with 
a .500 record. Th e 2011 team’s 
6-6 mark gives the program their 
fourth consecutive .500 or bet-
ter season. Julia Schulman led the 
team in overall points, tallying an 
impressive 61.  She scored 56 goals, 
more than double any other Log-
ger, and added fi ve assists. Gunder-
son fi nished second in points with 
50 and led the team with six as-
sists on the year to go along with 
19 goals.  
As a team the Loggers shot a 
higher percentage than their op-
ponents and outscored opponents 
14-3 in man-up opportunities.  Th e 
team also wracked up an incredi-
ble 153 saves thanks in large part to 
the work in goal done by Ana Cal-
ciano.  
Although the team will lose sev-
eral key components for the 2012 
campaign, including Calciano, 
Gunderon and fellow senior Katie 
Pavlat (Eugene, Ore.), the team will 
return plenty of key players, includ-
ing Schulman, Morris and Holmes 
who fi nished fi rst, second and third 
in goals respectively.  Th ey should 
all be vital parts of the Logger’s ef-
forts next season. With a strong re-
turning group and a tradition of 
success, the women’s lacrosse pro-
gram should be excited about the 
possibilities for the 2012 season.
Lacrosse v. Pacifi c
L 8-19
Lacrosse vs. Linfi eld
L 2-15
By ZACH BANKS
PHOTO COURTESY / KEVIN CURLETT
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W. Tennis v. Whitworth
L 0-9
W. Tennis v. Whitman
L 4-5
M Tennis v. Whitworth
L 0-9
M. Tennis v. Whitman
L 0-9
Baseball v. George Fox
Game 1
W 6-5
Game 2
L 2-10
Game 3
L 2-15
By HANNAH CHASE
Baseball beats another ‘Top 25’ team
Aft er many cancellations, due 
to the inclement and rather un-
predictable weather in Tacoma, 
Wash., the Loggers were able to 
return home for a series on West 
Field.  Although the weekend was 
not a complete success story for the 
Loggers, the split with George Fox 
during their doubleheader April 9 
was quite a feat.  Th is is the second 
straight week that the Loggers have 
split a doubleheader with the op-
posing team.  Th e Loggers took the 
fi rst game 6-5; however, the Bruins 
were able to surge past the Loggers 
during the second game, taking the 
win 10-2.  
Th e fi rst game was tied 5-5 in 
the ninth inning. Th e bases were 
loaded. Th e Loggers needed only 
one more run to defeat the Bruins. 
Luckily, Nick Cherniske knocked a 
single into left  center fi eld securing 
the run as well as the win. Th is was 
the Loggers’ second walk-off  win of 
the season.  
Over the course of the fi rst fi ve 
innings, the Bruins built a 3-0 lead. 
Th e Loggers heated up in the sixth 
inning, however, with Will Mentor 
knocking in the fi rst two runs with 
an RBI-single into center fi eld. Th e 
game was tied 3-3 aft er Casey Cobe-
rly scored on an error.  Th e Loggers 
took the lead 4-3 aft er a wild pitch 
allowed Christian Carter to run 
home.  
Th e Bruins reclaimed the lead in 
the top of seventh inning.  How-
ever, this only set the stage for the 
Loggers’ dramatic comeback in the 
ninth and Cherniske’s game winner. 
“Coming to the plate I felt like I 
was in a really good position. Th e 
momentum seemed to be in our fa-
vor that last inning with the way the 
previous few plays had gone. Aft er 
Rez got on and loaded the bases with 
no outs I felt little pressure because I 
knew if I didn’t get the job done the 
guys behind me would,” Cherniske 
said.  “Aft er the hit it felt really good 
but I was only in that position be-
cause of what the guys did ahead of 
me to start off  that inning.”
Th e Bruins, however, did not 
back down and took an early lead in 
the nightcap. Five runs in the top of 
the fourth provided the Bruins with 
the sizeable lead of 7-0. Although 
the Loggers answered with two sin-
gle runs, the Bruins proved to be too 
much, adding three more runs for a 
fi nal margin of 10-2.  
Th e rubber match was held April 
10. And although the Loggers played 
well the Bruins exploded past them 
with a win of 15-2.  Th is win gave 
the series win to the Bruins.  
It appeared at fi rst that the game 
was going to move slowly as both 
teams struggled through a scoreless 
fi rst inning.  However, the Bruins 
scored 10 runs over the next three 
innings.  
Th e Loggers answered the Bru-
ins aft er they upped their lead to 5-0 
with two runs of their own. Th ese 
runs allowed the team to stay with-
in striking distance of the Bruins; 
however, the pair of runs was all the 
Loggers had to off er. Th e Bruins put 
up fi ve more runs in the fourth in-
ning, four more in the sixth and one 
in the seventh to increase the lead to 
the fi nal total of 15-2. 
Th is loss marked the second con-
secutive weekend that the Loggers 
have defeated a top 25 team only to 
eventually lose the series.
“For the fi ve seniors it is disap-
pointing because our time to ac-
complish a goal of winning a NWC 
championship is running out. How-
ever, for our returning players these 
past weekends have provided an op-
portunity to play in pressure situa-
tions where every pitch can have a 
dramatic impact on the season,” se-
nior Cameron Duvall (Lakewood, 
Wash.) said.  “Experiences like these 
can really help a club going forward, 
especially one that is this young and 
talented.  
Th e Loggers will travel to Pacifi c 
Lutheran this weekend, April 16, for 
a three game series, where they hope 
to get back on a path to victory.  
Senior Leader: Dakota Resnik leads the Loggers in at-bats and 
runs scored this year; he is second in hits and runs batted in.
Tennis teams wrap up, look to brighter future
Th e men’s and women’s tennis 
seasons came to a close this past 
weekend for Puget Sound. Th e men 
fi nished up a long rebuilding season 
under new coaching on the road, 
dropping a pair of matches to Whit-
worth and Whitman. Th e pair of 
defeats marked the ninth and tenth 
straight losses for the men’s team. 
Th e women also fell twice over the 
weekend, ending a three match win-
ning streak.
On Friday, the men fell 9-0 to 
the Pirates. Th e victory meant that 
Whitworth clinched a spot in the 
Northwest Conference tournament. 
Th e Pirates started off  hot, tak-
ing a 3-0 lead over the Loggers aft er 
doubles action. Th e most exciting 
doubles match came in the number 
one doubles match as Whitworth’s 
Daniel Redfern and Colin Barret 
managed to eke out a hard fought 
8-6 victory over junior George 
Murphy (Eugene, Ore.) and fresh-
man Brent Hashiba (Honolulu, Ha-
waii) to close out the doubles sweep. 
Th e Pirates then went on to sweep 
singles play in fairly easy fashion as 
well. 
Th e women also struggled to 
compete with the powerful Pirates 
as they surrendered a 9-0 sweep 
as well. Th e Pirates easily wrapped 
up the number one doubles match, 
defeating junior Madison Holtz 
(Honolulu, Hawaii) and sopho-
more Maddie Th iesse (Chanhas-
sen, Minn.) 8-0, paving the way for 
the rest of the team’s success. Junior 
Ada Yu (Salem, Ore.) put on a great 
performance in her singles match, 
but fell short late in her attempt to 
spoil the Whitworth sweep.
Th e next match carried more of 
the same for the men’s team as they 
were swept by the Missionaries 9-0. 
Th e victory for Whitman earned 
them a share of the Northwest Con-
ference title. Whitman put together 
three consecutive 8-4 wins in dou-
bles play to take the early 3-0 lead in 
the match. 
Singles play also went smoothly 
for the Missionaries as they picked 
up six consecutive straight-set 
sweeps to fi nish off  the 9-0 victory. 
Th e number six singles match pro-
vided the most action of the day as 
sophomore Ben Miller (Silverdale, 
Wash.) put up a solid fi ght before 
falling to senior Chris Bailey. 
Th e women gave the Missionar-
ies a much better fi ght in the second 
match of the weekend. Th e Loggers 
put together a solid performance 
but fell to Whitman by a score of 
5-4. Winners included Th iesse, 
freshman Logan Th ompson (Dec-
orah, Iowa), and freshman Marissa 
Friedman (Novato, Calif.). Yu and 
junior Devin Fields (San Francisco, 
Calif.) picked up a doubles victory 
for the Loggers as well.
Both the men and women’s teams 
should have promising prospects 
for next season. Th e men will have 
a solid core of returning players 
next season and will graduate only 
two seniors, Alex Harrison (South-
borough, Mass.) and Andrew Tim-
mons (Shoreview, Minn.). De-
spite their 3-13 (2-10 NWC) record 
in 2011, the young team has had 
plenty of opportunities to mature 
throughout the year and the expe-
rience will surely benefi t the team 
next year. 
Th e women will return their en-
tire roster as they have no graduat-
ing seniors. Aft er a solid 8-10 (5-7) 
record in 2011, the women should 
only improve in 2012.
By ZACH BANKS
Returning: The number one doubles pairing of Holtz and Theisse will be back for more next year.
www.GrandCinema.com
Tickets are
$6.50 with 
your 
student ID!
* A discussion
 will 
follow Saturd
ay’s 
3:00pm show
ing SUPER (NR)
Fri: 3:00, 6:05, 8:35
Sat: 12:25, *3:00, 6:05, 8:35
Sun: 12:25, 6:05, 8:35
Mon: 3, 6:05        Tues/Wed: 3, 8:35
Thurs: 3:00, 6:05, 8:35
OF GODS 
AND MEN (R)
Fri-Thurs: 1:30, 4:05, *6:50, 9:15
* a discussion will follow Tuesday’s 6:50pm showing
JANE EYRE (PG-13)
Fri: 2:45, 5:20, 8:15
Sat/Sun: 12:15, 2:45, 5:20, 8:15
Mon-Thurs: 2:45, 5:20, 8:15
orgasm, inc. (NR)
Wed: 6:30
undertow (NR)
Sun: 2:30    Mon: 8
WIN WIN (R)
Fri: 2:00, 4:20, 6:40, 9:00
Sat/Sun: 11:40a, 2:00, 4:20, 6:40, 9:00
Mon-Thurs: 2:00, 4:20, 6:40, 9:00
indiana jones and the kingdom of 
the crystal skull (PG-13)     Sat: 10am
PHOTO COURTESY / HOLLY HARTMAN
PHOTO COURTESY / DAVID PENDLETON
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By KATE SCHWEND
As the sun starts shining (cross 
your fingers) and my days get bus-
ier (hello, graduation!), I find that 
I have less time and less desire to 
while away hours in the kitchen 
making elaborate meals. But I still 
need to eat, so I’ve been turning 
more and more to the easiest, fast-
est meals I know. One of these is this 
parmesan chicken, which always 
amazes me with its deliciousness 
and just how fast it is.  Four essential 
ingredients and no measuring plus 
twenty minutes in the oven equals 
chicken that’s nothing less than 
delicious.  Let’s put it this way: if I 
had to make dinner for Ron Thom, 
and only had an hour to do it, this is 
what I would make.
parmesan Chicken:
1 chicken breast per person
Mayonnaise, enough to coat 
chicken breasts
Bread crumbs
Grated parmesan cheese
Combine equal parts bread 
crumbs and parmesan in a shallow 
bowl. Coat each chicken breast in 
mayonnaise by tossing together in a 
large bowl, or by dipping the chick-
en in a bowl of mayonnaise.  Dredge 
each coated piece in the crumbs so 
that all sides are entirely covered, 
then place on a baking sheet or in 
a baking dish. Bake at 450º until 
golden brown and cooked through, 
about 15-20 minutes.
This chicken makes a great, sim-
ple meal when served with rice and 
roasted veggies.  I love that the may-
onnaise helps the chicken stay moist 
and tender, while the toasted crumbs 
and parmesan coating is crispy and 
flavorful.  The last time I made it, I 
served it with roasted beets, brussel 
sprouts and white rice with minced 
cilantro, plus a lemon wedge on the 
side to squeeze over everything.
For the bread crumbs, I usu-
ally just use the already crumbled 
bread crumbs that can be found in 
the spice or baking section of the 
grocery store, because they’re cheap 
and easy. More ambitious cooks can 
make their own by grinding a few 
slices of bread in a food processor. 
The same goes for the parmesan 
cheese: I find that the already grated 
parmesan in a tub is plenty deli-
cious, and hassle-free, but I’m sure 
that better parmesan cheese will add 
richness and subtlety—or at least 
prestige—to the recipe.  
This is a very basic recipe that 
leaves a lot of room for personal-
ization. For variation, you can play 
with substitutes for the mayonnaise. 
Mayonnaise is egg-based, with lem-
on, oil and vinegar added, so essen-
tially any combination of these in-
gredients, such as lemon and egg, or 
oil and white wine vinegar will work 
well. Pesto is a flavorful and some-
what healthier twist. You can also 
add herbs or spices to the crumbs 
and cheese mixture. Dried sage or 
rosemary would work well, as well as 
lemon pepper, or coriander or fen-
nel for a more exotic twist.
Another thing I’ve occasionally 
done is use chicken “tenders” or 
smaller strips of breast meat instead 
of whole breasts. The result is home-
made chicken fingers, and they’re 
way more delicious than you’ll 
find at any restaurant with a clown 
spokesman.
Have fun “dredging” your chick-
en, and enjoy those extra minutes of 
sunshine!
Meal in a crunch: a fast take on classic Parmesan Chicken
Simplicity is key: With only four crucial ingredients, this recipe is great for a quick weekday dinner. 
By TOMMY STONE
The 1970s cult-classic The Rocky 
Horror Picture Show has gained 
a notorious following in its run of 
about thirty years. 
In Tacoma, the film’s notoriety 
culminates in the experience found 
at the Blue Mouse Theater on 2611 
North Proctor Street. Playing every 
second and fourth Saturday of the 
month, the Blue Mouse Theater’s 
midnight showing includes many 
delightful oddities: transvestite-
divas singing pop ballads before 
the start of the show, cacophonous 
shout-outs from avid fans in the au-
dience, actors portraying the film’s 
characters in front of the movie 
screen and much more. 
If you’re still holding onto your 
prized Rocky Horror “virginity,” 
maybe the Blue Mouse Theater is 
the place for you to go don some 
fishnets and lose it. Hey, it’s college, 
right?
For those unfamiliar with the 
film’s zany plot, it follows the story 
of two engaged lovers, Brad and Ja-
net, as they blow a tire and are forced 
to enter the sexual chaos looming 
within the castle of Dr. Franken-
furter, a transvestite from the planet 
Transsexual in the galaxy of Tran-
sylvania. The plot climaxes when 
Dr. Frankenfurter’s guests dissent 
against his sexual promiscuity and 
he is thus forced to turn everyone 
to stone. Frankenfurter then gath-
ers most of the film’s characters to 
put on a wild dance number, “Rose 
Tint My World”—all in make-up, 
fishnets and drag. The plot thickens 
as the Transsexuals, Frankenfurter 
and all his other minions prepare to 
return to their home planet.
The Blue Mouse Theater certain-
ly has a unique culture of its own. 
Although the Rocky Horror de-
virginizing rituals are nothing new, 
I saw a particularly outrageous one 
before a midnight showing in early 
October. 
In it, about ten of the virgin au-
dience members were brought on-
stage and told to close their eyes, 
bending over with their asses facing 
the wall. Another virgin was picked 
from the audience, blindfolded and 
brought onstage to hump each of 
them in order to decide which vir-
gin had the nicest ass. Upon find-
ing it, I laughed hysterically as he 
roared, “Oh yeah!” 
At the showing I saw last Satur-
day, the veteran audience members 
were the most entertaining part 
of the show. Some of their com-
ments were witty, remarking on the 
strange mannerisms of actors from 
the film—in one scene, Magenta 
looks dreamily up at the ceiling to 
which someone replied, “Magenta 
can never remember her lines so 
they had to put them up on the ceil-
ing!” 
The traditional shout-outs were 
fun to witness as always; one of my 
favorites is when audience mem-
bers toss pieces of toast into the air 
upon Frankenfurter’s utterance, “A 
toast!” 
The Blue Mouseketeers, the the-
ater’s performers, were quite talent-
ed and witty as well, throwing out 
their own comments throughout 
the show. Although the man who 
played Dr. Frankenfurter was no 
Tim Curry, his diva-like manner-
isms suited the transsexual’s role 
perfectly. The cast that supported 
him was equally convincing in their 
respective roles.
If ever you desire a taste of “ab-
solute pleasure,” the Blue Mouse 
Theater is waiting to satisfy your ap-
petite for an admission of five dol-
lars. Whether you come in drag or 
not, the midnight showing is guar-
anteed to be a wild night of enter-
tainment. Even if it will be your first 
time watching the show, disturbing 
as it may be, it is an experience that 
will stick with you for a long time to 
come—so why not check it out? Just 
remember, as the theater’s website 
cleverly noted, audience “par-tici-
pation” is encouraged.
By CHRISTINE LUNDMARK
Good news for all you poets and 
fiction writers out there: Student-
run writers guilds are alive and well 
on the Puget Sound campus! Active 
since 2006 (and perhaps even lon-
ger), the club, led by president Ian 
Greenfield, is split into four distinct 
guilds: two for poetry and two for 
fiction. With a total membership of 
15-20 students, participants meet in 
small groups each week to engage in 
free writing and to help each other 
edit their works. 
Greenfield’s group, which meets 
every Tuesday at 6 p.m. in Whee-
lock 202, focuses specifically on 
the genre of fantasy fiction. “Oc-
casionally I lead writing sessions 
which entail just sitting and writ-
ing for two hours straight, since it’s 
hard for students to find that sort of 
writing time otherwise,” Greenfield 
said. 
Another short fiction workshop 
run by Ryan Elliott meets later dur-
ing the week. Nick Schwarzenberg-
er and Kyle Nunes run the poetry 
groups,  with Nunes’s guild meet-
ing on Wednesdays at 5 p.m. in the 
Trimble Forum. 
Alex Greene, a senior who has 
dropped in on Nunes’s guild several 
time, said he enjoyed the structure 
of the group and found the other 
members’ critiques and comments 
on his poetry to be helpful. “I’ve 
been writing poetry for a long time, 
but you can always benefit from 
having a new set of eyes take a look 
at your work,” he said.  
Alternatively, Nick Schwarzen-
berger’s guild meets on Mondays 
at 7 p.m. in Wheelock 202. Half of 
Schwarzenberger’s meetings are 
dedicated to “generative writing 
exercises” and the other half to ed-
iting. “Lately [we’ve] been focusing 
the writing exercises on expand-
ing people’s stylistic vocabulary 
and encouraging people to write in 
ways that are unfamiliar to them,” 
Schwarzenberger said.
It’s true that free time can be 
scarce for the always-busy Puget 
Sound student, and these guilds 
provide a forum where students can 
focus on their craft in a social and 
supportive setting. 
“Writing is a challenging hobby 
to nurture during college, and we’re 
here to help,” Greenfield said. 
If you feel the urge to edit that 
giant stack of angst-ridden po-
ems or short stories written during 
your freshman year, I recommend 
stopping by one of Puget Sound’s 
writer’s guilds and having other 
students take a crack at it. Anyone 
who’s been a part of a workshop 
or guild themselves can vouch that 
you’ll always be pleasantly sur-
prised.
Creative feedback: Aspiring writers share stories and edit.
A double feature: Fans at the Blue Mouse Theatre reinact Rocky Horror; participation is a must.
Debauchery at the Blue MouseBreak out the red pen,
writers guilds are here
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By CHELSEA TSUCHIDA
Up, one of several plays in Puget 
Sound’s annual Senior Theater Fes-
tival (STF), charmed audiences with 
exceptional performances, its simple, 
charming set and an entertaining yet 
thought-provoking balance of melo-
drama and humor. 
Directed by senior Lukas Borsten, 
Up tells the story not of one char-
acter, but rather of an existence. As 
the audience sat under a circle of 
hundreds of red balloons, they were 
asked to ponder the question “If we 
can’t gravitate toward those things 
that make us feel ok, what else is 
there?” as stated in Borsten’s Direc-
tor’s Notes. 
The relationship between the 
characters of Walter and Helen Grif-
fin illustrates the question: Should 
one constantly look up or rather 
stay on the ground? Walter Grif-
fin, played by senior Jacob Tice and 
based on the real-life Larry Walters, 
is a creative and spontaneous charac-
ter who would rather live in the now 
than plan for the future. However, 
his wife, Helen Griffin, played by se-
nior Hanna Kregling, is overbearing, 
high-strung and constantly worrying 
about the future. 
Throughout the play, Walter’s 
consciousness takes the form of 
Philippe Petit, played by senior Josh-
ua Willis. Willis exhibits his diversity 
as an actor by not only playing the 
whimsical, French-speaking Petit, 
but also playing a hooded bully, a 
UPS delivery man and a firefighter. 
In Up, the character of Petit em-
bodies a life free from the concerns 
and restraints of every day life and 
the possibility of failure, which is es-
sentially what every character in this 
play wants. 
Ben Christie, who played Wal-
ter and Helen’s son Mikey, gave an 
amazing performance of any and ev-
ery adolescent who has ever thought, 
“Nothing ever happens to me. I’m 
not good at anything.” Mikey quick-
ly becomes friend with Maria, played 
by senior Laura Anderson, and their 
friendship stimulates a change with-
in him. 
Anderson gave an impressive 
performance as Maria, who is by far 
the most outwardly humorous and 
animated of all the characters. How-
ever, Anderson’s performance was 
not restricted by her humor. Instead, 
it gave her character complexity and 
depth. As a pregnant teen mother, 
Anderson successfully created a 
character who is outspoken, sarcas-
tic and even a bit crude, but who the 
audience likes nevertheless. 
Although Up caused the audi-
ence to laugh, it also caused them 
to cry. During a heart-wrenching 
scene where Mikey realizes he has 
been abandoned and cheated by 
both Maria and her aunt, members 
of the audience were wiping their 
eyes. Christie and Anderson gave an 
amazing performance as two young 
adults who, despite very different 
life-experiences, discovered a sense 
of solidarity and belonging in each 
other. 
Laugh or cry, Up caused the audi-
ence to imagine. To imagine a life of 
lost dreams and lost love. To imag-
ine a life where nothing or every-
thing happens. Then to imagine a life 
where dreams are reality and where 
it doesn’t matter whether all or noth-
ing happens because life is merely 
perception. The reality that people 
create, invent or perceive for them-
selves is ultimately the reality they 
will inhibit. And when it seems like 
everything is falling apart, the only 
thing left to do is look up. 
Looking Up, STF continues to impress
A bit of whimsey: Joshua Willis captured audiences with his delivery of a carefree outlook on life. 
By LINDSEY FLATT
If you tuned in last week, you’ll be 
aware that I had the pleasure of sit-
ting down with one Dr. Longwood, 
infamous KUPS talk show host. 
This week I resumed my series of 
interviews by sitting down (figura-
tively) with a group of ‘Alternative’ 
DJs handpicked for recognition by 
KUPS. 
The DJs: Josh Bornstein and 
Reeves Richard
Their Show: Super Beard Bros., 
Fridays 1-2 p.m.
The Question: What’s your on-
air dynamic? “We tend to banter, 
and occasionally, ramble,” Born-
stein commented. “Reeves and I 
take our jobs seriously, but that 
doesn’t mean we take ourselves 
seriously! (I’m pretty sure I stole 
that from a company’s website or 
something). Sometimes we’ll go on 
tangents about pop culture, often 
geekier stuff like Star Wars or Mar-
vel Comics. Occasionally I worry 
that our humor is more funny to 
us than to our listeners, but we still 
manage to field a bunch of music 
requests during each show, so hey, 
somebody must be listening.” 
“Josh and I are definitely not 
afraid to have fun when we talk 
on the air,” Richard added. “I 
have always considered one of our 
strengths as being able to convey 
to the listener that we are having a 
good time and that they are along 
for the ride. However… I also won-
der if we are the only people who 
consider what we just said as fun-
ny.”
The DJ: Erika Barker, (AKA DJ 
Willy)
Her Show: (Thursdays from 2-3) 
“I play mostly punk-influenced mu-
sic, meaning I play a lot of pop-punk 
and folk-punk. I like the idea of re-
introducing people to the bands 
they might’ve loved when they were 
in middle school while also showing 
them bands they might like now. 
Because of that, I also play a lot of 
indie. Every once in a while, I throw 
in some hip-hop or straight up ‘90s 
pop to keep things spicy.”
 … and what she considers to be 
the best thing about being a DJ?
“The best thing about being a 
DJ is that I’m now very aware of 
what’s going on with current music. 
There’s nothing better than falling 
in love with a new band, and KUPS 
is really good about promoting 
new music. The next best thing is 
that I’ve met so many great people 
through being a DJ. KUPS is its own 
little community, and if you try to 
be pretty involved in it you can meet 
wonderful people.
The DJ: Dan Wonk 
His Show: Dan is perhaps one of 
the most prolific alternative DJs at 
KUPS clocking in at three hours a 
week: Mondays from 10-11, Tues-
days from 12-1, and Thursdays 
from 3-4. Naturally, I asked him 
about the stress of finding three 
hours of fresh musical material a 
week. “I was kind of worried about 
finding enough material at the be-
ginning,” Wonk responded, “but at 
this point I love trying to find new 
and different stuff every week. I de-
cided to take a different approach 
to each of my shows based on their 
time and basic style. For example, 
my Monday morning show tends 
toward more relaxed and melodic 
songs, but, I admit sometimes I’ll 
add a ska-punk or garagey song to 
get people going in the morning.”
… and the extent of his addi-
tional commitment to KUpS? “I’m 
a contributor the Street Team blog 
(http://kups.tumblr.com) under 
the nickname “womp.” The blog is 
primarily coordinated by myself, 
Tai Koga and Kim Clancy and we 
try to bring interesting things that 
appeal to everybody, ranging from 
album and concert reviews, new 
videos and shout-outs to on campus 
events. Lately the Street Team has 
been getting involved with bring-
ing bands to campus and we hope 
to continue that in semesters com-
ing up.”
Tune in again next week for the 
conclusion of our KUPS interview 
series!
By LEAH WEITZ
At age 29, and as mother to two 
children, Britney Spears can’t dance 
anymore. This fact was made pain-
fully apparent by her two most recent 
music videos for “Hold It Against 
Me” and “Till the World Ends,” the 
first and second singles respectively 
from her new album, Femme Fa-
tale. Critics and consumers alike 
have speculated that perhaps Spears’ 
somewhat tired, aged persona is to 
blame for Femme Fatale’s disap-
pointing chart performance since its 
release on March 25. 
All images aside, Spears’ music 
does suffer somewhat from a sense 
of last-ditch desperation to appear 
“hip.” However awkward an effect 
this effort may have in places, the 
introduction of highly popular mod-
ern musical techniques results in the 
best album Spears has produced in 
nearly a decade.
To describe Femme Fatale in a 
word immediately calls to mind the 
relatively new cultural term “wom-
py.” Yes, as in dubstep. In a rather 
blatant attempt to stay on top of cul-
tural fads, Spears has ditched her tra-
ditional poppy, somewhat rock-ish 
roots for an album entirely synth; it’s 
techno, it’s dubstep and it’s wompier 
than hell for a Britney Spears album. 
And it kind of works. 
Such tracks as “(Drop Dead) 
Beautiful [feat. Sabi]” and “Big Fat 
Bass (feat. will.i.am)” stand out in 
particular, simply begging to be 
danced to. The music itself within 
the majority of the album is rather 
outstanding; the middle section is 
particularly standout, featuring the 
two aforementioned songs and sev-
eral other worthy, wompy dance 
tracks (in particular “Trouble for 
Me,” which is SO dubsteppy it’s al-
most funny—but not in a bad way). 
The problem that arises amidst 
these stylistic changes is Spears her-
self. The two standout songs on the 
album both feature other artists 
whom Spears leans on heavily for 
vocal variety and support. The fact 
is that her voice, throaty as ever, 
just isn’t that enjoyable to listen to, 
especially in conjunction with such 
smooth synthesized beats. Spears is 
truly the straggler here; the music is 
fantastic, the backup dancers talent-
ed and attractive, but she struggles to 
keep up.
Ultimately, the vocals and lyr-
ics are fairly mediocre. However, 
for a Britney Spears album, they are 
standard—the difference here is the 
genre change, which makes this the 
best Britney album in years. The music 
which backs up classic Spears vocals is 
undeniably fun and wholly deserving 
of club play if not top 40. Femme Fa-
tale is a recommended purchase for 
anyone who enjoys dance music and 
doesn’t mind the occasional vocal or 
lyrical oddity. And of course, for loyal 
Britney fans, it’s a must have.
Femme 
Fatale fails 
to strike
Kream of the KUPS crop, part 2: Alternative 
The crop: DJs Bornstein and Richard hosting Super Beard Bros.
Wompy: Brit’s take on dubstep. Liftoff: Tice and Kregling had great on-stage chemistry.
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